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idea that this government shall detax tangible assets of corporations
thought they were alone in the
mand reimbursement from Mexico.
aud individuals and providing for the
ma;vol's of Bee.
TO
"That is absolutely false," exclaimcreation of tax board.
ed Beach, rising In his seat.
Orozco, Sr., Released.
No. 12(1 hy Clancy, providing for the
Mis. lieach followed her husband on
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 6. Holdbuilding of a bridge ac ross the Pecof
END
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the stand to tell her story. She wore
ing the offense charged to be politiriver near Puerto de Luna, approa brown skirt and low necked white
cal in character, United States Compriating $6,000 for the purpose.
missioner Edwards today discharged
shortwaist. Mrs, Beach corroborated
No. 127, by Goodell, changing the
Colonel Paseual Orozco, St., father of
the narrative her husband related. She
law relative to fees of witnesses bethe rebel general of Northern Mexisaid the negro had attacked from be
fore grand juries.
co. Colonel Orozco announced he
hind by laying his hands on her shoul
N'o. 1 28. by Lopez, appropriating
HIS WIFE WAS AT- ders and forcing her to her knees. EUROPEAN DIPLOMATS HOPEFUL;
AT EL would speed several days in San An- DECLARES
for a bridge across the Rio Colo- LLORENTE, STATIONED
PASSES RESOLUTION TO PROBE
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'
'
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OF
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TELEGRAM
BOGUS
THE
INTO
scream after the negro had struck her
No. 129, iby Chavez, providing for
PROBABLY NEGROES.
j
TRALITY VIOLATIONS.
SITUATION
RUMORS
on the side of the head with a heavf
I
the management of the state llbrarj.
To Increase Border Patrol
stick. After she screamed she heard
No. 130, by Young and Padilla; apAriz., Feb. 6. Arrange- THEY HEARD A LOUD NOISE the door slam and saw the negro run TREASURIES
Douglas,
AEE
CEFLETEB
MEMBER IS ACCUSED propriating money for the extension of EE GOES TO QUOAD JUAREZ
ONE
ments are being made by the Ninth
as her husband came to help her.
the Camino Real westward through
the
The defense rested at 4:30 o'clock,
Cavalry to greatly strengthen
Valencia and McKinley counties to the
SOME MEN
THERE HE ADMITS A PART OF border patrol between Douglas and THEY REMARKED
IS SAID TO HAVE SENT HIMSELF Arizona line.
The state then began the introductioa LACK OF FUNDS MAY CAUSE AL
PROBABLY WERE ENGAGED
LIES TO AGREE TO ANOTHER
THE CHARGE, BUT SAYS HE
Naco. This is a result of well found
of witnesses in rebuttal.
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rebels in the Cananea country are
the Rio Grande at Helen.
San Francisco,
imminent, it being reported that a
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nmn A I wnrtv
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to
were
make
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that
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their headquarters in an attempt to HUS3AND HEARD A) SCREAM AND John L. Howard, president of the THEIR ARMIES
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BEGIN A MARCH
MORE PROPOSED border line,, and the other $25,
Western Fuel company, and D. A.
force intervention by the United
to aid in the building of a road beRAN
OUT TO FIND HER
CHASE ARMS FOR THE USE
IN AN EFFORT TO REACH DARLAWS ARE INTRODUCED
BY
Norcross, its secretary.
States.
tween Hondo in Lincoln county to
WITH WOUND IN THROAT.
OF FEDERAL FORCES.
DANELLES .STRAITS
THE LEGISLATORS
The government
The Santa Rosa and Curry ranches,
Socorro to connect with the
began last night
an investigation of charges that coal
30 miles south of Douglas and Sonora,
highway.
Aiken, S. C, Feb. 6 Frederick O. was being imported from British CoEl Paso, Tex., Feb. 6. Enrique C. were raided yesterday, all horses, pro- No. 134. by Gurule,
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 6 Iioth
London, Feb. C Notwithstanding j
authorizing
Beach
took th
witness stand this lumbia, Australia and New Zealand Bulgaria's warlike attitude at
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morning
is
a
The
considered
Ciduty by manipu. li, Adrianople and Tchatalja, the
business this afternoon. In the sen
refugee from, justice,
wtih a federal warrant charging him Rodriguez, wiio was recently releaser! is charged with assaulting his wife lation of weights and checking sys- plomats of Europe are convinced that
ate Mr. Burns introduced a bill prowith conspiracy to ship munitions of from Phoenix, Ariz., after trial on with murderous intent. Beacb, upon tem. District Attorney McNad would the war will not last long. The finTRAIN
viding aa appropriation for the conwar from the United States to Mexico charges of violating the president's or- taking the stand, said he was 57 make no estimate today of the ancial embarrassment of all the com- struction of a lisu hatchery in Rio
unserved here. Llorente is in Juarez, der with regard to transportation ol years old, that he was a property amount the alleged frauds might batants and the loss of enthusiasm tit
Arriba county, the county to provide
HARD
FOR
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the site. Senator Abeytia introduced
opposite El Paso, where he remained arms across the border. Many reli- owner at Aiken and had been spend- reach. Howard and Norcross insist- the war by the peoples of the coun-ed they knew of no irregularity.
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office refused to serve the pecially at the Ajo mountains.
marshal's
der the terms of the proposed law
is
of the same mind, for Rechad
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Colonel Einilio Kosterlitzky iB due Lane to Mrs. Lyons and my wife aud
the Cattle Men's association is to
warant the United States commisPasha, leader of the) Turkish peace
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A continuation ot the fight with- From the
The case
that of Wong Kui,
Oliver, on complaint of Robert H.
reports of the f, 1,11; to
power, under the threat of apprehenshe tnought she would out
of the camino real from Santa Fe to
discrimination as to the classes the north of the
McDonald charges that laundrywork;r arrested for being il- my wife said
McDonald.
sion of an attack by Bolivia.
peninsula of Galli-pl- i
would put of
nominations was decided upon,
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with
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however, by a majority, and later the columns of King Ferdinand's troops is
furnished money to him and two played a cirtificate of admission as the dogs
the dogs, closing the sitting room republicans
WOMAN IS KILLED
Las Vegas and Santa Fe. No. 68,
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tie United States commis- door behind her.
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of the garment workers' strike are
across the Rio Grande at L'seondido
McDonald and his two companions sioner. On the showing that he was heard her scream.
appointments. Senators villages of Medesto. Charkeul, Kara It
in Socorro county. Under suspen- under arrest today charged with incit were arrested as a result of this al- not following the ousiness set down door and saw my wife leaniig Bristow and Poindexter voted with and
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"When I reached my wife she ex- or other executive business.
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Nev, Feb. 6 J. Frank TramReno,
perts, should be able to offer a strenu- done
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something
as the which the clothing man fired into the
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mer, life term prisoner in the state dreadful' to me.' I carried her onto the republicans do not hope for tne 011s resistance to the advance of iu
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injured
success of many of Ihe Taft appointunits.
The rebels are active The Mexi- prison for the killing of a man the porch, opened the screen door and
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favorable reports
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in
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viding for the recall of public offiBARRY
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and
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Sencials were tabled indefinitely.
division of the spoils of the Balkai
stated as 1,500 federal troops remair Trammer was his parentr, Nimrod in a short time and found the door
ate Bill No. 90, tne
Urie, under sentence ot death for his had slainmei to. I knocked vigorousTO BE BUILTJN ALASKA war and as to the fate of the capinactive at Juarez.
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tured fortress of Sulonikl, were thr
to
door
the
came
Hollins
Miss
and
the
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stitute
b.eing prepared by
DYNABOND
OF CONVICTED
He Admits the Charge.
and asked who was there before SAYS GOVERNMENT SHOULD AS- reasons for a visit paid to the ISulga-lh- ui
committee on judiciary.
MITER NOW IN PRISON
'It's me,
Jnarez, Mex., Feb. 0. To an Assocapital Unlay by Premier
I replied:
opening it.
Marcos C. de Baca presented 11
SIST IN DEVELOPING THE
Press correspondent today
of Greece.
ciated
Beach. Let me in." "
the house a resolution which recited
NORTHERN
TERRITORY.
St. Louis, Feb. 6. Colonel Fred 1). Consul K. C. Llorente, for whom r.
M. Venizelos conferred with
the
house
left
he
that
said
Beach
I'rmtir
that a certain member of the house
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Gardner a member of the military staff warrant has been issued in El Paso
Gucchoff of Bulgaria, and Kine FeiVu-minsoon again to telephone to Dr. Hall,
of representatives haa oeen accused
. Feb.
Alaska's
Washington,
of Governor Major, and a St. Louis charging violation of the neutrality
It is hoped that his visit iviU
physician. He met the two Wymans, vast resources can best be . brought
in the public press of fabricating a
bond of laws, said he would not now roturn
the
si?ned
millionaire,
in an agreement.
today
result
across
the
street,
lived
who
doctors
to
have
been adj
withi'.i reach
of the world, in the
telegram
J. ti. Barry, one of the labor leaders to El Fuso, nut
would proceod to
Washington, Feb. 6. Senate: Con- coming in. He telephoned Dr. Hall opinion of President
dressed to himself from his constitTaft, by the conworth,
Mexico City.
in the federal prison at
vened at noon.
from the Aiki n club .nd then return- struction, with
RAILWAY OFFICIAL DEAD.
uents; that the frauas had been deassistgovernment
three
He admitted
for alleged complicity in the
Senator Borah gave uotice he would ed to his. wife's side. When Dr. Hall ance, of two
employing
lines from the
Denver, Fell. 6. Joseph "W. oi!ir
tected; that the toLogram was giv- Kansas,
railway
'
Americans to destroy the Mexican ash; consideration Friday of house JilU arrived snd began sewing uP the Alaskan 'coast to
en to a member of the New Mexico McNamara dynamite plot.
the interior, owner- treasurer of the Denver and ru.
Mr. Gardner qualified' as a bonds- Central railway, as charged, but says to create a department of labor.
forwound in her throat he said he held ship of which sliall be vested lit the Grande
had
been
and
mounted police
company ad an eropioyo tf
his home, valued at he warned them not to violate the
James 11. Brady of Idaho was sworn her hand because it was "very pain- government, but which shall be
the corporation since Its rganir.aUow
warded to the .elegraph company man by pledging
operwritmade
He
a
United States neutrality laws. Con in to succeed Senator Perky.
,
'0,00fl, and four lots.
ful and she held on to me."
ated by private parties under lease. in ls(72, died at his hou.c bvio ma.
headquarters at Denver. The reso-- ton
camdeclaration that ho owned per- sul Llorente intimated that he may
Chairman Clapp announced
Frederick O. Beach today related to
In a special message transmitting
lution declared until these reports
itenly todav. Dwith wns cause:! r.ir
district return to El i'ano later to answer to paign f uiuls Investigating committee a
have been either disapproved or veri sonal property in the federal
jury bla story of the assault upon t0 conKreM the r,.port o Ule AiasUnil j heart failure, following an attack of
more thna the charge,
would resume hearing Mouday.
his wife, with which he in chaw!,; rnilway commission, the president to- - Brlght's disease. He was the o'
fled that the perpetrator of the al- of eastern Missouri worth
a
to and then Mrs. Beach
million
dollars.
the witness day strougly urged legislation
Republicans in caucus decided
leged fraud causes suspicion to hang
along officer of the Denver and K
United States Attorney Honts said Madero Controls American Officials continue fight for confirmation o. stand and corroborated his story.
over a member of tue house and' the
those lines, asking that the govern- la point of st.-- lee, an 1 . ( r
he would recommend to
lleiu-did not. depart materially ment either guarantee the principal number ct important poi
Washington. Feb. 6. Charges of President Taft's nominations without
integrity of each member la ques- today that
5 V
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ft om the tale ho' has told since the and interest of bonds necessary to the road before heconiir..;
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Tim
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bond
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wife was struck by a build the roads, or construct them.
attack that
the beck and cull of the Madero tive session for their consideration.
Mr. Gilluly was born at :
ing stock before the world. By the polis
terms of the resolution the speaker. real estate 'back of the Ivond for l government" were made before, the! House: Convened at noon.
"I am very much opposed to gov- X. J., In is;t.
negro, when she went outside her
is authorized to communicate with J. Morrin, another convicted dynamit-th- house foreign affairs committee today
Disagreed to senate amendment tOjct.ta.se with her dogs. He maintain-b- ernment operation, but I believe that
f
was Investigated and found ample.
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MURDER

By Lydia E. Pinkham's
COMKILLS
NEGRO
TRINIDAD
PANION AFTER PROTRACTED DRINKING BOUT.

Veg-etabl-

e

Their

Compound

Own Stories Here Told.
Beatrice, Neb. "Just after my
mv left side began to pain me and
the pain got so severe at times that I
I visited three
suffered terribly with
doctors and each one wanted to operate
on me but I would not consent to an operation. I heard of the good Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound was
doing for others and I used several botmar-rifio- -e

Trinidad,' Colo., Fob. 6. 1U feeling
engendered by family difficulties resulted in a quarrel which ended at
10:30 Tuesday night in Charles Black-woocolored, firing three bullets
Into the body of Alonzo Smith, a carpenter, who died instantly. The quarrel took place In front of the bar at
the Park saloon on Pine street and
the shooting occurred on Arizona
avenue near the rear door of the saloon. One bullet entered at the side
of the neck and ranged downward,
another passed through one arm and
the third bullet entered the right
side, ranging downward. Blackwood
was arrested half an hour later at
his house on Second and Linden avenue, and lodged in the city jail. The
body of Smitu was taken to the
brother-in-lamorgue. The dead man is
of Blackwood.

and Smith had been
saloon for almost an
the
in
drinking
hour. Finally they became boisterous and angry words were exchanged
and the owner of the saloon,
Loffarelli, ordered both men
from the place. They passed out together still quarreling. A few minutes later three shots were heard
and Smith fell dead. Blackwood
went home where he was taken Into
custody. The revolver which he had
found after a
used could not be
search by the police.
Blackwood are
Both Smith and
well known among the colored residents of the city. The former is a
carpenter and the latter drives an
express wagon. His wagon was standing outside the saloon when the
shooting occurred. For some time
the two have not been on friendly
terms. Blackwood when taken to the
city Jail exhibited cuts on flla face
and states that Smith had attacked
him with a knife. No weapon of any
kind was found on the dead man,
Blackwood

Pas-quell- e

it

tles of it with the result that I haven't
been bothered with my side since then.
I am in good health and I have two little
girls. " Mrs.R.B. Child, Beatrice, Neb.

The Other Case.

Cary, Maine. " I fee! it a duty I owe
to all suffering women to tell what Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did
for me. One year ago I found myself a
terrible sufferer. I had pains in both
sides and such a soreness I could scarcely
straighten up at times. My back ached,
i :ad no appetite and was so nervous I
could not sleep, then I would be so tired
mornings that I could scarcely get
around. It seemed almost impossible
to move or do a bit of work and I
thought I never would be any better
until I submitted to an operation, but
my husband thought I had better write
to you and I did so, stating my symptoms. I commenced taking Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I had no
soon felt like a new woman.
pains, slept well, had good appetite and
could do almost all my own work for a
family of four. I shall always feel that
health to your Vegetable
I owe my good
"-xiAYWARD sowers,
Compound
Cary, Maine.
Mrs.

tains that the shooting occurred outside on the street several minutes after both had left the place.
4
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Fe, N. M.p Feb. 6.

Much

Santa
terest is manifested in educational circles in the approaching convention of
state, county and city superintendents
from all over the union to be held in
Philadelphia, February 24. This conhowever.
vention
is usually attended by. 3,000 to
Smith was 45 years old and leaves
4.000
That New Mexrepresentatives.
a wiie and two children, and Blacksend
a fine deland
be
ico
interested,
wood also has a wife and children.
of
State Sudeclaration
is
the
An inquest to investigate the trag- egation
N. White who toAlvan
perintendent
Coroner
edy will be conducted by
issued the following circular or
Sipe tomorrow. For the first time in day
letter:
corothe history of tlie country the
of
ner will call in a jury composed of To Boards of Regents, City Boards
of
Boards
County
and
Education
coiored men. a charge of rn"r?r
Commissioners:
will be brought against Blackwood,
who calmly admits the shooting and Dear Sirs:
The coming meeting of state, counappears not at all worried or concerned over the seriousness of the ty and city superintendents and normal
and university teachers at Philadel
crime.
In a statement today Blackwood phia, February 24, to March 1, Is the
declared that he shot in self defense most iniiwtant educational gathering,
I
and that the shooting took place in- to my mind, to be held this year.
a
as
to
am
anxious
have
large
very
side- the saloon rather than outside,
as the police report. "Loffarelli representation from New Mexico as It
started to put me out," declared is possible to induce to go. The
Blackwood, "and Stnith grabbed me meeting will prove highly- beneficial
around the neck and cut me once or to every one who attends, as you may
twice. Then I shot." There are sev-er- well judge from the copy of the proscars on Blackwood's face, cJbe gram herewith enclosed you. I now
marks of deep contusions. There ia ihave assurance that the state superina trail of blood from the saloon to the tendents of all the states, joined by
other prominent eaucators
spot where the body, of Smith waa many
Blackwood
found.
says he went throughout the country, will hold their
home and threw his revolver vinder meeting for this year, in October, at
the bed, but his wife declare? he did Santa Fe, New Mexico. This is, also,
an important meeting and I feel that
not bring the gun home.
- the
mainsaloon
of
the
people of the state ought to do all
The proprietor
in-

possible to assist me In halving present at this meeting every state superintendent and as many other leading
educators of the country as Is possible.
A good delegation from this state to
the Philadelphia meetine will accomplish, largely, this result.
I am writing you to the end that
you may consider granting a leave of
absence to county or city superintendents and some representative from
your state Institution, so that same
may be represented at the Philadelphia meeting; and also that you may
assist them to make the trip financially, if it is consistent with the law
and your duties thereunder. I shall
trust to have your hearty
in this matter and to see New
Mexico well represented at the Philadelphia meeting. I believe all who
go will be able to obtain a very reasonable railway rate. Kindly let me
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Cam must be taken to keep Alum from the Foci
Prof. Monro Clark, of New Yorkj "A substance (alum)
which can derange the stomach should oot be tolerated to
baking powder."
f. S. W. Johnson, Yale College: "I repnrd their (ahira
V
s.il sn'i.. ala.i.ina salts) introduction into baking; powders S3
:us to ber.Hh."
ir t
V,
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il can. Unless it shows a creasa
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DRIVE SHE GAVE UP

KEETOf

A

CAR
SPEED

The United Play Co. (Inc.)
PR.ESENT GRACh. HAY WARD'S

ENTERS

KING

villi

Speciai Engagement Of the "lost Popular Romantic Play on the American Stage

Relief m Cardui.
FAMOUS

)

QAT

Opera Hovise

Physicians Failed To Ee!p Mrs.
Green, Bet She Finally Fund

DECORACE.

THE INDIANAPOLIS

600-mil-

sir

Vanderbilt race, when Herbert Lytle
and Bert DIngley were the stars ot
the team.
After returning to California for a
brief racing program Burman will locate in Detroit to prepare his car at
the Keeton factory. He will then
come to Indianapolis to train, as he
planB to be one of the first, on the
Speedway ana expects May 30 to
find him prepared in every way for
the contest.
Burman selected the Keeton car
during his recent visit to the New
York Automobile
show, where he
with the
went from California
avowed purpose of finding a mount
race at Indianapolis.
for the
It Is said that tne Keeton car
to him because he believed it
entirely fitted for a grueling contest
race
such as the Indianapolis
convinced
is
that
He
proves.
always
a car with the dashboard radiation,
such as the Keeton has, and the center control and left hand steer, making a fan, fan belt and water pump
unnecessary, is Just the car that will
make an excellent showing in long
distance race.
The Keeton is a, four cylinder
but the .engine develops
68. 1 horsepower urjder
brake test.
The car is regulars- - equipped as a
touting vehicle with
an 80 mile speedometer. In the opinion of Burman, the! Keeton will be
easily reduced in a stripped chassis
for racing to 1,600 rounds, and Burman believes thatvhe will he able to
bring this car up to a ipeed of frori
100 to 105 miles an hoir. The cylinwi h piston disders are 5
placement of about 447 cubic inches.
The car has four speeds forward and
one reverse.
This Is the fourth ormal entry
that has been received for the big
e
race, the others being two
Stuta cass with Gil Aiderson and
Charley Merz nominatec as drivers,
and one Nyberg with Hfry Bndicott

Educators Arriving
Educators are arriving to attend the
general conference called by the gov
ernor for Friday, February 7. Professor George E. Martin, of the El Rito
Normal schoof, is here and so is J. W.
Beck, one of the regents of that
school.
Other heads of institutions
and regents are expected by every
train.
Injunction Dissolved
Judge E. C. Abbott has dissolved
the injunction in the Indian case
which was before him, upon the condition that the Indians furnish a bond
to restore the trust fund if, upon final
determination of the case, the court
holds it to be a trust fund, to be
only as alleged in the bill
for the injunction.
State Penitentiary
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 5. 1913.
To All Concerned:
In addition to the list of names published as having served their minimum
sentences or whose minimum sentence will expire shortly, the following
named persons are added to that list,
and they have applied for parole. Action on same will be taken at the
meeting of the board of penitneitray
commissioners on February 10, 1913:
James McGill, Chaves county; Fred
W. Brand, San Juan county; Jose C.
Colfax county;
Leopoldp
Montoya.
Torres. Bernalillo county; Frank
Nichols, Colfax county; Jose Hernandez, Grant county.
JOHN B. McMANUS,
Superintendent.
The testimony 1n tne New Mexico
Central receivership case was conafternoon before
cluded yesterday
Referee Collins and February 23 is
the day set for argument and the final disposition of this matter.

500-mil- e
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Blood Bubbling Heart Leading Story of Love
of

Including Miss Luiszita Valentine
and Hr. Lawrence Evart
Production Complete to the Hinutest Detail

PRICES
Seals

h

state beside the national portrait
HEALTH WARNING
Chilled and wet feet result in con- -

-

0

50o-Sl.00-Sl.5-

Ready Tuesday, Feb. 4 at Murphey's Drug Store

gestlng the internal organs, and inflammation ot the kidneys and bladder, with rheumatic twinges and pain
In back, generally follow. Use Folej
Kidney Pills. They are the best.medi-clnmade for all disorders of the kid

e

neys, for bladder irregularities, and
for backache and rheumatism. They
do not contain habit forming drugs.
Tonic in action, quick results. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Adv.

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

9100,000.00

$50,000.00

t

Qy

M. Cunningham, President
Frank Springer,

i,

Vice-Preside-

-

rrrlhi '

:

-

Surprising

Notable Cast

HENRY IRVING REMEMBERED
London, Feb. 6. Today was the
seventy-fiftanniversary of the birth
of Sir Henry Irving, who died in 1906,
and tokens of remembrance wiere
placed by admirers on the slab covering his grave in Westminster Abbey,
and on the pedestal of the actor's
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Scenes.
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Hosklna. Cashlf

LAS VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

seven-passeng-

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles In 6 to 14 days. 50c.
blongs in every home. Adv.

r

r

."5

and Adventure In a Whirlwind

N. B. Write to: ladles' Advisory Dept.. Chart,
noon Medicln Co., Chattanoors. Tenn., for Special
book. Home Treatment
Inttructiimt, andI
lai wrapper. en reaueai.
hr VBBtn,"
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Lacs Vegas
'

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

500-mil-

Wm. G.

with the San Miguel National

Bank

President

Ilaydon

Vice

H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President

Treasure

up.

Interest PeJd on Deposits

Inquiries are coinin? into the
William Gillette is to. return to the
office
every day from
Speedway
stage. Towards Lie end of the sea- manufacturers who are anxious to
York
in
New
son he will be seen in
have complete informatim regarding
a new play. Mr. Frohmaa is sure
the limitations prewcrm d for cars

that the new part will be unlike anything that Mr. Gillette has attempted
since "The Private Secretary."

which are to be entered in the
race. The rules wliich govern
this year's race are mailing a popular appeal and it is rumored in racing
circles that many makefs are building cars which will measure up to
the required standards, ith the ides
ot entering them in the 'Indianapolis
race.
500-mil- e

POSTAGE STAMPS
6.
Of interest to
stamp collectors is the news from

NEW SERVIAN
Feb.
Vienna,

Belgrade that the Servian government
has in preparation a new series of
national postage stamps in commem
oration of the Servian victories In
the recent war. The stamps will bear
portraits of famous Servian rulers
pro
and scenes in the
.,

!

Hooray!

V7HY

Baby to
Rule the I!

IT PAYS

'

T& BUY

ADVERTISED Gi

o

trims-forme-

j

DUNCAN

ALL HOP

r

A pure, Grape cream of tartar baking
ie-licio-

10

WINTER GAMES
STOCKHOLM'S
No Longer Do Women Fear The Great
eat of All Human Bleaainga.
Stockholm, Feb. 6, A series of com-- .
rival-- ,
and
In
athletics,
sport
petitions
II li i Joy and comfort to know that
ing in interest the Olympto games
f
palna and otln-held in Stockholm laM summer, was Hiorc
said to precede
are
that
inaugurated here today under the 'pamay easily be avoided. No woman D.d
r
tronage of the King of Sweden. The
the atlRhfcat discomfort If he will
and
contest, known as the Northern fortify herself with the
Games of Stockholm, will continue ten
remedy, "Mother" Friend."
This I a most grateful, penetrating, exdays and will be participated in by
lovers of winter sporta from many of ternal application that nt once Boflens and
munclea and
mokes, pliant the abdominal
the oounti'lee of Europe.
expand without,
The program of the moot ins includes llpiments. They naturally
t strain, and thou not only
the
and skating in the Olym-pi- Iranianalighted
all tendency to nervous, twitching
Stadium, which has been
apelli, but there la an entire freedom from
for the occasion into an Im- nausea, discomfort, sIccplcHfines and arena
mense skating rink surrounded by that o often leave their Impress upon the

CREAM

powder Makes rood More
and Wholesome No
Alum No Phosphates

BUSMAN

6, 1913.

Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
place, says: "I suffered with womanly
RATION DAY
troubles so that I could hardly sit up,
Two of the best doctors in our town
me, and I tried different mediThat Bob treateduntil
Indianapolis. Feb.
I gave up all hope of ever
cines,
Burman, the speed king, will drive a getting well.
e
One day, I decided to try some CarKeeton car in the third annual
did so much for me that I
dui.
International sweepstakes race orderedIt some
more, and it cured me!
at the Indianapolis Motor Speedway, Today, I feel as well as I ever did in
May 30, Is now an assured fact, lor- - my life. I
Ttia nn tib nr1 the trouble are til
mal entry of the car having been
I feel like another person in
gone.
made today by the Keeton Manufac-in- g every way. I wish every sufferer could
company, of Detroit, Mich. This know what Cardui will do for sick
bear from you.
women."
signalizes the entry of the Keeton
Amendment Filed
A few doses of Cardui at the right
in time, will save many a big doctor bill,
An amendment to the articles of in company into automobile racing,
which Forrest M. Keeton, president by preventing serious sickness.
corporation of the Las Vegas MaBonic
It tones up the nervous system, and
of the company, is a nrm believer.
Building association increasing the
make pale cheeks fresh and rosy.
helps
of
in
was
the racing
charge
Thousands of weak women have been
number of directors from five to Keeton
of lue Pope Manufacturing restored to health and happiness by
twelve was filed in the office of the interests
in the earliest days of the using Cardui. Suppose you try
company
state corporation sommlssion' today.
It may be just the medicine you need.

vinces.
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an amphitheater soatiiis 15,000 spec- babe.
unTha occasion la therefore one of
tators. There will also be sailing on
much
too
and
flold shooting bounded. Joyful anticipation,
skates and
atresn can not be laid upon the remarkable
athletic
competitions,
military
prize Influence which a mother's happy,
jumping on horseback, and trotting disposition has upon the health and forcontests for horses, motor races and tunes of the generation to come.
Mother' Friend Is recommended only for
swimming competitions.
In. addition
to these competitions
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
recomthe visitors will he given opportuni- thousands of whom have used and all
drug
It. You will find It on sale at
mend
ties to enjoy winter hunting, sleighto the
stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write
steamboat
and
ing
trips through the Brndtleld Regulator Co-- , 130 lamar Pldg.,
ice far out to sea for the puros: Atlanta, Oa., for a most Instructive book on
ot fiKlthig in the archipelago.
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.
pre-nat-

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at itake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy

Advertised Goods

I
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Funny part of the whole thing,
panhandle! or I'll frappe your
constitution for yuh!'
"Pop," the other part of McCarty's
"It seemed that when leaving a wa- hard fight. Is located in Los Angeles
ter tank the brakeman, a big husky, and is holding down a good position
red headed, of course, had noticed the gained for him by an exhibition ol!
broken seal and nosed around till he bravery the night of a residential fire.
found 'Pop.' He hadn't discovered me He visited McCarty at his camp, hut,
yet Up he clambered Into the car different from McCarty, does not want
and grabbed 'Pop' to throw him off
anyone to know that he ever "hit tho
A
'words are good if backed up by road." He that is, "Pop," saw Mcdeeds,' you know," Brailed li'l Luther, Carty beat Flynn. He was let In on
ABOUT as he untangled his wandering cane the "Inside camp stuff" and won suffTELLS
HEAVYWEIGHT
icient to make him a happy duck finanfrom among the chair legs.
THE FIERCEST BOUT HE
Needless to say, McCarty's
"Now, there wasn't a chance of me cially.
EVER FOUGHT
him happy every other
ol'
made
seein'
and
settin' there in that auto
victory
to "Pop." they will
I
eased
Luther
so
of
out
care
free
the
way.
car,
bounced
According
'Pop'
just
Big, careless,
himself into a chair and sat tapping the naturally hops from the tonneau on to have to kill McCarty before he will
floor with his stick in a nervouB sort Mister Brakie's back, and say! jusr try quits. And he knows.
of way. McCarty is just a big, over- listen to me when I tell it to you that
grown boy and always will be, says there and then proceeded the
scrap that ever was. The brakie,
the Kansas City Star. He's one of
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
those big, pleasant Kids that never as I said before, was husky, and Irish,
and in addition had
grow up. As we sat regarding him and
and bis easy, outdoor manner we every advantage In size and strength.
He was a regular buzzaw and soon
of that
thought
Henry E. Dixey is again appearing
bethe
Ketchel
things looked blue for me also sev- In vaudeville.
fighter of the past,
A new tabloid nissica! comedy is
loved "Steve." Not because Luther eral other colors mingled with some
bears, any facial or physical resem- beautiful effects in fireworks as well. called1 "The Money Girl."
blance to the late middleweight cham- It was terrible! To cap the climax
"Everywoman" has been breaking
pion, for he does not; hut their na- the train had started now it was 8 all the records in the south
Nance O'Neil is pliylng a tabloid
tures are the same, their manner fight to the death the train had gainsimilar and they fight a little bit alike, ed such speed that to be tossed from version of "Leah the Forsaken."
it now meant certain destruction. And
A stock company in Ottawa, Ont.,
do they not?
looked like destruction for me. My is to give three shows a day of tab"My hardest battle?" queried Luther it
strength seemed to be failing and I loid dramas.
right back at us. ,
w as gradually being forced toward the
Charles Dingle has joined a stock
"My hardest battle was with hunger
head
nearer
door.
my
In North Adams, Mass., as
Nearer,
company
open
when a hobo, I guess, although I have
was at the edge the air fanned my leading man.
ones.
The
had a lot of other tough
where
Paul Doucet has been
'Pop' was,
wickedest fight I ever had with a hair I wondered
I was horrified fear seemed to clutch to play the part of the priest In "The
human being happened some time ago.
rattled
voice
It was on my first trip across the my throat and my to onlyto clos Confession."
to
I
call
tried
when
Pop
Dolly Castles has been engaged for
country as a 'bo'. I was only 16 years
cold air of the an important part in "The Man With
The
the
door!
whirring
old at the time. I was big and strong
horrible outside seemed to revive me Three Wives."
and a first class 'bo.' Like all first
as it swept across my forehead.
Holbrook Blinn is to revive "The
class 'boes' who have any pride left
'Close th' door, Pop!' I shrieked at Boss."
He wants to play Napoleon
cent
of
never
a
about them I
paid
into ao some time in the future.
startled
and
and
last
Pop,
railroad fare as long as I was In the
recovered his muddled senses
John Cort is to produce a new play
business. As I started on my way I tion,
door!
the
slammed
"The Iron uoor," by Allan
and
entitled'
met up with an old man who was
who Davis of Pittsburg.
finished
eh?"
Luther,
"Lucky
beating his way to Southern California looked serious for the first time. Then
Cecil De Mille is to produce an auto hunt work in a climate that was
Mcand
of
battle
tide
tomobile
changed
the
comedy by Lee Wilson
better suited to himself and 'his
the
author
the
of "Speed," shortly.
gave
Dodd,
husky
beaten,
badly
Carty,
clothes than the hard weather of the
a walloping that caused him to cry
Cyril Maude has made a success in
east.
The finishing wallop laid London with "The Headmaster," by
" 'Pop,' I always called him, and he peccavi.
him out and then removing his trou- Wilfred Coleby and Edward Knobtoo.
was a grand old fellow,
sers McCarty and the old man tied lauch.
"Well, it so happened that a speed- him up that is tied him, the brakie
Francis Wilson i3 to appear in a
ing westbound freight car, containing up in his own breeches. In all of play by himself called "The Spirita lone automobile, had us as sole his other battles, in and out of the ualist." He will be under the manpassengers we were riding In a pri- (ring, McCarty never received such agement of John. Cort.
vate car, you see," smiled the "Big
Fraunce Franholz has left the
disfigurement of his "mush." When
Ketchel."
the train pulled Into Needles, Calif., stock field in which she was a great
"I hadn't much more man dug my- Luther and the old man made a hike success to accept an pffer with a
self ai bed in the rear seat of the ma- of it. On account of the way his moving picture firm.
chine and made myself comfortable face was marked up McCarty had to
Eva Tanguay has written a sketch
with the aid of the gunnysack cover- "skirt" the town and the old man of stage life called "When Chickens
ing which I had ripped off the auto fiTiring him a good bodyguard, readi. Come Home to Roos" It Is booked
itself, when I heard someone rattling ly accompanied him. They made the for early production.
at our door In a very
way. trip into Los Angeles together. TU
Fay Templeton, who has not been
It being the butler's day off we were night of his arrival, McCarty being on the stage, except on special occan onplused also
attracted by the boxing card being sions, for some time, is to appear n
un"But. our aggressive visitor was
staged by Uncle Tom McCarey at his vaudeville in NewJFork.
John E. Kellerd, who has been
abashed by the cheerless reception Naud Junction arena, made the trip.
accorded him, for in a moment a figuring he might be able to sneak very successful with "Hamlet" In
shock of red hair was thrust Into our In. .Nothln' doing, so he earned "two- New York, is going to appear as, Shy-locwith Amelia Gardner as
apartments along with a bellowing bits" watching the auto of one of the
voice which said, 'Hey' you ho beat wealthies.
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MCARTYS WORST
BATTLE

If AS

BREAKS RECORDS IT WILL REQUIRE LOTS OF BEAUTIFUL, GLOSSY UMi,
FOR TALLEST
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BUILDINGS
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Doctors
Wrote us within 60 days in praise of

These doctors represent but fraction of the thousands
of physicians who use Postum in place of coffee in their homes
and in their practice.
Cases of shaky nerves, irritable hearts,
indigestion, biliousness, headache and sleeplessness, due to coffee drinking are observed
in the everyday experience of medical men
everywhere.

Following the change from coffee to Postum, the ailing one quickly discovers that the
Doctor's advice to "quit coffee and use Postum"
was sound.

Better health follows; then one friend tells
another.

"There's a Reason"

THE
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STRUCTURE

YORK IS 55 STORIES IN HEIGHT

750
984

Building

'

New York, Feb. 6. Two thousand
workmen are engaged day and nigfct
in putting the finishing touches upon

the Woolworth building which is to
be completed within a week or two
and the completion of which is to be
celebrated at a big banquet to be
given next moath. The building now
almost completed nolds the record
for height among all buildings ever
erected by man. It i true, the Eiffel Tower In Paris Is 234 feet higher,
but it Is a mere steel skeleton and
cannot be classed as a building in
the sense accepted for that term.
The building proper, which occupies
an area of 30,000 square feet, is 384
feet high and is surmounted by a
tower, 86 by 84 feet, rising ,366 feet
above the main part of the building.
The work pf excavating for the
foundations was begun on November
Sixty-tw4, 1910.
caissons were
Bunk to a depth of 115 feet until
they reached solid rock and the C6
concrete piers, resting upon the
rock, constitute the foundation of the
structure. The foundation was completed in the fall of 1911, when the
erection of the steel frame was
The latter was completed in
July of last year and the brick and
stone work was completed at the beginning of the present year. Twenty-four
thousand tons of steel went
into the making of the building and
the total weight of the structure is
estimated at 250,000 tons.
The buiUing has 55 floors, 25 of
which are in the tower, and the
ftoor
space Is about 33
acres. Tht bi'ilding and tower together conam about 2,000 offices,
with 3,000 windows and as many
doors. To enable the occupants of
the buildinj to reach their respective
floors there are 34 passenger elevators of vhich 24 fTe grouped1 near
the Broadvay entrance, while th
others are ner the entrances from
Barclay street and Park place. The
equipment of the building, when fully completed, will be thoroughly modern and ai nearly perfect as it is
possible to make it. The
floor will le used as an observatory
and on top of the structure, beneath
the gigantc flag, will be placed a
The twenty-eight- h
powerful searchlight.
flocr will be occupied by a
luncheon dub and tn the basement
there will be a swimming pool, a
restaurant and a Rathskeller.
The total cost of the building is
estimated at about $13,500,000, of
which amount $4,500,100 were paid
was
for the ground. The building
erected for F. W, Woolworth, who
was born poor at Rodman, N. if.,
April 13, 1852, went through public
school and a business college and In
1879 opened
the first "Five Cent
Store" at Utica, N. Y. The venture
prospered, he extended his business
to other cities and now has a chain
of more than 300 such stores throughout the country, from which he derives an enormous Income. Mora
of the capital required
than
for tho erection of the Woolworth
building was contributed by capitalists In France. The rent roll of tne
building Is expected to be about
o

he-gu-

fifty-fourt-

h

one-hal- f

a year.

WARSHIP

ON

LONG CRUISE

CENT

5

"MIDE1ME"

Within ten minutes after an appli through your hair, taking one email
TRIP TO WASHINGTON TO SEE cation of Danderlne you cannot find strand at a time. The effect is amaz- - J
THE INAUGURAL WILL NOT
a single tra '.e of dandruff or a loose ing your hair will he light, fluffy
and wavy, ana have an appearance of
BE CHEAP AFFAIR
or falling hair and your scalp will
abundance; and incomparable lustre,
not itch, but what will please you softness and luxuriance, the
beauty
Washington, Feb. 6. Advices from
New Mexico are that hundreds of dem- most will be after a few weeks' use, and Bhlmmer of true hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
ocrats throughout the state are plan when you will actually see new hair,
fine
and
but
at
Danderlne
from any drug store or
first
yes
downy
ring to come to Washington to set
Woodrow Wilson inaugurated as presi- really new hair growing all over the toilet counter, and prove to yourself
tonight now that your hair is as
dent on. March 4. From all accounts scalp.
A little Danderlne will immediately pretty and soft as any that it has
more New Mexico statesmen and politicians will come here for this In- double the beauty of :ur hair. No been neglected or injured by careless
difference how oull, faded, brittle and treatment that'B all you surely can
auguration than ever before in the
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with have beautiful hair and lots of it If
state's
of
the
politics.
history
Those who attend the inaugural Danderlne and carefully draw it you will Just try a little Danderlne.
ceremonies must necessarily come to
the national capital fortified with a press understanding that every dollar wealthier class of visitors and local
subscribed would be guaranteed to be people.
fat purse. This Is the advice of
The average visitor on these- occa
here who know well the wiles returned to the donors. And every
dollar
has
been
returned.
sions
has but little opportunity to sea
always
duly
and ways of. the hotels, cafes and
Heretofore
committhe
and
but little for his money.
inaugural
enjoy
on
such occasions tr
boarding houses
which ti comprised of Washing The grandstand erected in front ol
tee,
from
he
all
visitor
that
the
separate
ton business men, has erected view- the capitol, where the president takes
has in his peans. Ordinarily, WashstandB on parkings all atom; the his oath of office and delivers his in
the
is
far
most; expensive ing
by
ington
of tho parade and charged a fee augural address, will be limited for
line
city to live in in the country, but
GO cents to $1 for a seat.
Previous- occupancy only by the cabinet officers,
I of
when a president is inaugurated prices
the government gave over the use diplomatic corps, members of tho
of food and lodging are shot to tie ly
or the pension office building for the house and senate, their preferred
sky. It Is a general "holdup" all
of the Inaugural ball, concert friends and families, officers and emof
hundreds
Even
around.
private holding
and
The price for a ticket to ployes of the: house and senate, and
supper.
houses are turned Into dormitories
ball
the
was
J5
for each person attend- nearly 200 newspaper correspondents.
ia
and the price for a place to sleep
But veiy few visitors are ever lucky
considered extortionate considering ing and $2 additional for supper. Durthe week of inaguration the con- enough to obtain seats on the official
the conveniences and liberties offered. ing
cert was held in the ball room and stand. They must take their chance
If the weather is reasonably good
admission price of $2 was charged with the multitude standing on tha
an
in Washington on March 4, the in
to
the event and view the dec capitol plaza.
enjoy
augural committee confidently antici
orations.
Should the inaugural ceremony .be
like
of
the
something
presence
pates
It is estimated that the expense for held in the senate, a chance for the
100,000 visitors on inauguration day,
use of the pension office building outsider to obtain a ticket of admisIf such a crowd comes to the city on the
was sion to the galleries Is far more diffithat day it will surpass any gathering for the holding of these festivities
like
This
$25,000.
cult than to secure one to the grandexpense
something
here in 20 years.
was incurred in giving a week's vaca- stand on account of the limited capacome
to
hera
The crowds advertised
to 3,000 employes in the office, city of seats and standing room.
on occasions of the inauguration of tion
of files, records and offlc
the
About all the average visitor will
shifting
Cleveland, McKinley, Roosevelt and
build see next inauguration will be a pass
Taft were something like a hundred furniture out and hack into the
besides entailing a loss of tim ing glance of the new president on
thousand, but the attendance upon ing,
in
the
adjudication of thousands of his way to and from the capitol and
ex
ever
neither of these occasions
ceeded 25,000 people. Owing to tha pension claims. The democratic house a pageant covering three or more
decided It would not h'and for thia ex- hours of the army, navy and civic and
bad weather In Washington four years
indorsee political bodies.
and the president-elec-t
pense
atvisitors
more
not
10,000
than
ago
i;s contention. So there will bo no
The parade will be greatly shortentended the Inaugural ceremonies.
iball this year. This decision ed by reason of the fact that c mainaugural
As usual the inaugural committee
blow to the in- jority of the state legislatures have alhas established a press bureau which was a sledge hammer
for
the reason that ready declined to appropriate the neccommittee,
augural
SOfl
is sending out daily articles to
concert and essary funds to send militia organiof
the
the
ball,
receipts
of
In
the country telling
newspapers
means zations to Washington for the Inauguthe extraordinary attractions of the supper had heretofore been the
ever
return
of
of
the
ration. This is another big disappointguaranteeing
coming inauguration and how cheap
men ment to the inaugural committee. It
one can come to Washington and live dollar subscribed by the business
for a few days during the period of the for the inaugural ceremony. Generally not only means a shortening of the
the weather has been severe on these pageant, but an Immense loss to the
ceremonies.
WTilson put his occasions and much loss was suffered hotels, rooming houses and saloons.
Since President-elec- t
in the receipts taken In from parade
Take it in all its glory and porap. the
stamp of disapproval on the holdin:
seats.
street
stand
reinauguration of Mr. Wilson
coming
a
or
of an Inaugural ball
public
In view of the fact that there will will undoubtedly be a cheap show
or
White
at
the
either
capitol
ception
be no ball or public reception, the in- when one takes Into consideration the
House, the people of the states who
Ingreat expense the visitor Is put to
desire to come here want to know augural committee has decided to
seats
crease
the
the
for
charge
along
and what he may be able to see and
just what they can see and enjoy for
line of the parade. Seats costing 50 enjoy.
the expenses they will be put to.
This is easy enough told. According cents during former Inaugurations 'will
4 at from $1.50
This is the season of the year when
to Mr. Wilson's express request, here be sold next March
to $5.
mothers feel very much concerned
is the program for March 4:
Window space fori viewing the pa- over the frequent colds contracted t
will take quarThe president-elec- t
their children, and have abundant
$ii a chair
ters at the Shoreham hotel upon his rade will be sold at from
reason for it as every cold weaker
room
defendito
a
$800
and
upwards,
the lungs, lowers the vitality e'4
arivai iu Washington, It Is his Inthe location in Pennsylvania paves the way for the more serious
tention, if the weather permits, to ng; upon
diseases that so often follow. Ch'.
walk down the center of Pennsylvania avenue. The number of these indoor
Cough Renedy la famous tot
are
limited,
viewpoints
exceedingly
avenue to the capitol with President
its cures, and is pleasant and safe t
and generally are bought Up by the take. For sale by all dealers.
(jv
Taft; if the weather is bad, an open
of
oath
used.
will
The
he
carriage,
office will be taken in front of thf
capitol, weather permitting; otherwise
this ceremony will take place in the
senate chamber. After this the prefi-deand former president will journey to the White House where, .n
front, they will view the inaugural
from the presidential grandstand. 'At night, weather permitting,
there will be fireworks on the White
House lot near Washington's monument. This is the extent of the Inaugural program. It will all occur
within one day and night.
The business men of Washington
have never subscribed more than
$30,000 of $75,000 to pay the expenses
It Is
of the inaugural ceremonies.
purely their sideshow, and they pay
the expenses of It. This fund ha3 always been subscribed to with the exA

J

The thirteen tallest struc- tures man has raised are:
105
Colossus of Rhodes- 150
Pantheon, Rome
St. Isaac's, St. Petersburg.3G5
305
Statue of Liberty
Great Pyramid of Choeps 450
400
St. Peters, Rome
490
Rouen Cathedral
516
Cologne Cathedral
555
Washington Monument
i612
Singer Building
700
Metropolitan Tower
Eiffel Tower

DA11FF--2-

HAIR COMING OUT? IF DRY, BRITTLE,
THIN
OR YOUR SCALP
ITCHES AND IS FULL OF DANDRUFF USE "DANDERINE,"

KALE"

IN NEW

Woolworth

1

PLENTY OF

,

London, Fb. 6.The ctuIhct New
Zealand, a gift to the imperial nary
from tlie dominion whoso name she
tobears, departed from Portsmouth
durof
cruise
45,000
a
miles,
on
day
ing which she will travel around the
world. The vessel goes first to New
Zealand, where she will remain sev
The return voyage to
eral months.
will
be made by way of
Fnsland
C'stpe Horn, with stops at Vancouver,
Panama, t'ie South American ports,
die yrst Imlk's and nrmnda.

CHARACTERS DEPICTED EXACTLY
AS THEY ARE IN THE STOEY

par-iare- d

if Ilk.--

Your Druggist
Slops That Kcli
Tf vrm nre mifCormK from Ewaemm
TWImhIm or any otlitr kiml of Rkiti
troHhlo. Arov Into our ntcwa for toInittiMit
mop
relief. W e will guarantee you
Hint Itch tn two eecomlH.
Wo lmvo Bold othfir remoiliM f or Mkln
reeom-iihmtroubles, but none tliat W couldwssili
of
hiKlily n this, a mild
few
and
Oil of
Thymol
other liiKrcllents that have wrought
men wonderful cures all over tha country.
This compound I known as
rreHorlptiiHi for Ecsevr and It will cool
and heni tha Itchy, burning skin aa
nothing oIhb can.
A
prove It.
trinl Lottie willdrunRlsts
Of coiii-kiii nther to them ifhava
you
TJ.D.D. l resprlptlon
go
can't come to us but don't accept some

Scene from

J !!l

Act

much discussed play "Graus-tark- "
will bo presented at the Duncan
opera house, Saturday February 8 and
local book Iovim-- and theatergoers will
have an opportunity of seeing and
judging for thernftolvcs the dramatized version hy Oface Hay ward
of
'Geori?e liarr MtrCutchoon'a
famous
story. The author's readers are legion and they rally to the support of
the play as a unit The opportunity
substitute.
But if you come to our store, we ara for dramatic effect in "Graustark" is
roenrtninof what D.D.D. will do for you
on vmia.rall filed in the history o the
that we offer vou a full slise bottle
this Funramce: if you do riot find
stage productions, where a Bucwssrul
it tnktiS
njr tlio ilch AT ONCi, it novel Is
the source of supplying: the
coats you not a cent
K. D. COODALL, E. Las Vegas, N. M. plot
uI

VYlntm-Kree-

!tht

The

of

"Graustark."

Thw plot, mid chantciftB
t;ikn
bodily from the novel and one who
hiw r' ad the looU
m
Mr favor-- '
Ire exactly as decnh-by th author
tn hia (haxniins story. As the
Part of tins intcn-Hliadvontiiro

.watr

takes place in a, country wlpr
tureninio d rivai is in Svm u,.! i;i
architecture nilr-sit CAM
tunity for a display of SO
and gorgeous coBtxin
token mlviHtlayc of
Pia.y company to
foot
t
of
the
f ti
i

;

..

.:
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solve., what .appeared to be a deep
mystery, the- revenue cutter still will
of the bark, which
go in search
ESTABLISHED 1879
probaMy la still saillni wildly in
a menace to navigation.
Publleed By
Catching a runaway ship at this
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
time of year, with no reported position to work to, revenue cutter
(Incorporated)
s-declared
'is almost a hopeless
currents during the
or
the
EDITOR task,
M. PADGETT
last lew months ; have been up to
THE MEAN TEMPERATURE FOR
tricks new to the oldest mariners.
THE MONTH WAS 4.7 DE-

;:ife

gailu

JMMY COLDEST

Coptic

EVER RECORDED

6, 1913.

BUSINESS GROWS

X

TWENTY-THRE- E

official-

M.

GRESS BELOW

NORMAL.

POLICE CAPTAIN 'SAYS
at the uotstoffice At East
La Vegas, New Mexico, for transmit
tloi through the United States malli
3 Beonud class matter.
entered

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, by Carrier:
Copy

In

Cue

Wjf-.-

Ca

Month

One

Year
Daily by Mail

One Year

fix

Months
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER

:r

Oue Year
eix Months

IS

A

GRAFTER

NEW YORK OFFICER IS PROMPLTY
SUSPENDED bV COMMISSIONER WALDO
05

York, FeU 6. Rhinelander
65 Waldd", New York's commissioner of
duty today
police, suspended from
Thomas Walsh, police captain, who
600 confessed on his sick bed late last
night that he was a grafter and had
shared graft with an inspector of po
lice and another man higher up.
Xe

20fl

(Cash in Advance Tor Mall Subscriptions)
Hemit by draft, check or money
wder. K sent otherwiso we will not
fee responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on applica
tion.
ALL

lit

THAT

The commissioner took action as
soon as he had confirmed from the
district attorney's. office the authen
ticity of Walsh's confession. No action
against the Inspector had been taken
this afternoon. On Monday, If well
enough, Walsh will tell his story to
the grand jury. Numerous Indictments
are expected.
This afternoon Waldo conferred with
Mayor Gaynor concerning the latest
revelations in his
department, steadily under fire since
the murder of the' gambler, Herman
Rosenthal, last July.
fin Inspector Involved.
Dennis Sweeney, inspector of police, was suspended from the New
York poliee fdree b" Commissioner
Waldo this afternoon. His name
had been mentioned, in the graft con
fession made last night by Police
Captain Thomas Walsh, likewise susd

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
PAID FOR

the
Advertisers are guaranteed
largest dally and weekly circulation
ct nzy newspaper in northern New
Mexico.

TELEPHONES
HBSINESS OFFICE
NEWS DEPARTMENT

THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY

today.
Main 2 pended
Two More Heads Fall.
Main I
With Sweeney were suspended two
Pussey and
police captainsJames
James F. Thompson. Each has for6, 1913.
merly been an Inspector of the dis-

II1ER NATIONS
REGISTER

KICK

OBJECT TO THE PROPOSED NEW
EMIGRATION LEGISLATION
OF UNITED STATES.

trict over whir Sweeney ruled until today, but were demoted to cap
taincies. Walsh's story will he presented to the grand jury on Monday
when District Attorney Whitman will
ask for indictments.
of

iililiH
Report

U

Washington, Feb.

6.

When Presi

the Condition of The

OF LAS VEGAS,

at Las Vegas in the State of

dent Taft gave a hearing today upon
the new Immigration bill, he also had at

New

Mexico,

the close of business Feb., 4th. 1913

KESOURCHS.
before him protests from Germany,
tlll.M3 40
Loans smd
Italy and the Netherlands against Overdraft, Discounts
secured and unsecured ..
100,000 00
to secure circulation
the provision which authorizes the V. S, Honds
Other Honds to secure U. S. Deposits;
7,000 00
secretary of commerce and labor to to secure Postal Savint'S. $70U0
- 1.000 00
Premiums on V. S. Honds
place Inspectors, matrons and public Honds. securities, etc
- JJ8.0i:t 21
8,200 00
Biinkintf house, furniture and fixtures
health service surgeons aboard im- Other
2,700 00
real estate owned
re
Due
to
from
National
Banks (not
migrant ships
report to the Amer
74.3.19
serve agents!
ican immigration authorities upon Due front State and Private Hanks
ind Hauliers, Trust Companies and
the condition and treatment of imm44H
Savings Hanks
Due from approved reserve atfeuts.. 166.81!) 10
en
route.
igrants
3 940 to
Checks and other cash items
President Taft told those appear- Excbanifs far Clearin House
ms
Notes of other National Hanks ... 10025 00
ing that he was virtually Bitting as a Fractional paper currency, nickels
&'S3 92
and cents
V
Senators
O'Gorman and Lawful
Judge.
Money Keserre In hank, viz:
:.
61.200
.,..
la
Specie
Root, Secretary Nagcl, Representar
67.939 15
6 780
notes
tives Roberts, Thayer Kahn, Sabbath Redemption fund with U. S. Treas'r
o.oou in
(5 per cent of circulation)
and Curley, tad Julius Rosenwald of
1.128.21
Chicago and Louie Marshall of New
Total
LIABILITIES'
York were among a hundred or more
100.000 00
Capital stock paid in
of those seated about tho president.
- 50,000 00
Surplus fund
'

The month of January, according
to J. C. Baker, volunteer weather observer at the New Mexico Normal
University, was the coldest January
ever recorded in this state. There
were seven days upon which the temperature dropped below zero, January 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11 and 12. The coldest temperature' recorded during the
month was on January 7, when the
thermometer dropped to 20 degrees
below zero. The mean temperature
for the month was 28.6, which is 4.7
degrees below the normal mean. The
mean maximum temperature for the
month was 45.7 degrees while the
mean minimum was 11.35 degrees.
The greatest daily range in temperature was on January 2, when a difference of 54 degrees was recorded.
The highest temperature was C5 degrees on January 30.
The precipitation for the month was
slightly above the average, totalling
.48 Inches while the normal precipitation is .46 Inches. The snowfall
was 4.7 inches. There were three
days during the month with a precip-- '
Ration of 0.10 or more. There were
26 clear days, three partly cloudy
days and two cloudy days.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Feb. 6. Wheat iprices hard-

ened today owing to reports from India that the drought still prevailed,
rain having proved light and being
confined wholly to the Punjab. Cold
weather and lack of snow cover in
Russia tended also to favor the bulls.
Demand, however, was only of a scat
tered sort. Opening figures were the
same as last to
up. May
started at 33 to 93
unchanged
and
to
ft
sixteenth.
higher,
touched 93. The close was strong,
net higher for May at HYs1.
Corn, which opened at 53 to 53,
off, descended
last night's level to
to 52. The close was steady with
net
a gain of
May at 53
May oats started unchanged to a
to 24 V2 and held
shade higher 34
j.

at

34.

Weakness in the bog market had 3
depressing effect on provisions. First
sales were 2 to 1214 down, including
May at $t!.i'i& to $19.30 for port:
to
for ;ard and $10,271.2
fill. 27
$10.20 for ribs.
The closing quotations for the day
were as follows:
Wheat. May 94 ; July 9134l September soy,.
Corn, May 53 ; July 51; September 55.
Oats, May 35; July 35; September

34.

$19.50
$10.45; July $10.47;
September $10.50.
Ribs, May $10.45; July $10.40; Sep

Pork, Ma?

.Lard.

tember

$19.52; July

Mny

$10.47.

.".

Legal-tende-

Delicious Lonee

PERCENT

SAYS BAKER

P0STOFFICE
EAST LfiS VEGAS
BREAKS ALL RECORDS DURING MONTH OF JANUARY.
Justifiable pride beamed upon the
countenance of Postmaster F. O.
Blood this morning when he informed a representative
of The Optic
that the gross receipts of his office
for the month of January, 1913, showed an increase of 23 per cent over
the receipts f,or the same month last
year. The number of parcel post
stamps sold showed an increase of
200 per cent over all stamps of largs
denominations sold in January, 1912.
This indicates that the merchants
of: Las Vegas are progressive and
have realized the vaiue of patronizing the parcels post. They are shipping out parcels in .'.nc.roasin.g numbers every day and are greatly
pleased with the economy and efficiency of the service. Tlie carriers
daily are taking out larger loads of
parcel post packages, many of which
are mailed in Las Vegas. Thus the
local merchants are able to deliver
goods directly to. their consumers. It
is the country trade, however, that
is being benefited to the greatest
extent by the parcels post.
While the parcels post naturally
would attract considerable business
on account of its novelty, Mr. Blood
should have credit for beginning Bev;
eral months ago supplying the local
press with articles informing the public as to the uses and advantages of
the new system. In consequence of
his action Las Vegas people understood the parcels post thoroughly ana
began patronizing, it liberally the
moment it was put iuto operation.
Doubtless the increase in business
shown by the East Las Vegas postof-fic- e
will compare favorably with that
shown by any postoffice located in
a place of the size of Las Vegas in
the entire country.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, ftio, Feb. 6 Cattle-Rec- eipts
2,500, including 400 southerns. Market steady jto strong. Na-

tive steers
$7.00150; southern
steers $6.007.40; southern cows and
heifers $4.006.25; name cows and
and
tockers
heifers $4.00 J)7.75;
feeders $5.757.50; bulls $5.006 25;
calves $6.509.V5; western steers
$6.508.00; western cowsU4.006.50.
Hogs Receipts 9,000. Market 5 to
10 cents lower. Bulk of siles $7.45
7.60; heavy $7.407.55; bjttchers and
lis it $7.45
packers $7.507.05;
7.60; pigs $6.257.00.
Sheep Receipts r,A00. Market 10
Muttons .4.5005.75;
cents higher
Colorado Iambs $7.90 8 (0; rang
i5.257.H0;
wethers and yearlings'
range ewes $3.505.25.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Feb. 6. Compared with
recent averages the volune of busi
ness in Wall street fell of nearly 50
per c.:nt in the forenoon tjday. Tradchar-acteing was of a highly professional
r.

Interest in the market lagged
MANY STARS IN I. A. A. C. GAMES
brokers
gave almost ai much atand
0.
before
Seldom
New York, Feb.
to
action of thj exchange
the
tention
has an athletic meet in the metropolis
"was!" sales as
to
prevent
governers
attracted so many classy athletes a3
Undivided prollts. less expenses and
was neg569 54 are entered
for the annual carnival to the market itself, whiq Continued
taxes paid
100,000 (Hi
time.
National Hank notes outstanding
much
of
the
lected
Athle&,KW 73 of sport of the
Due to other National Hanks.
ABANDONED BARK IS
weakness of Copper met it a broad
i?em"LBnd...?.l.?..'U.D. .5." .
io3oic lub. at Madison Square Garden and
sa'e? of Copper s'la'ts fo.' the
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
In addition to the cream 0
SB.stw ire tonight
Hanks
of foreign intoresis ibronght
account
48 the athletic
talent In the metropoliIndividual deposits subject to check . 4M,
MENACE TO SAILORS Time
f
ut the ef9
80e,.r15
of
certificates
deposit
the entries include th about prices for the group
32 2U tan district
Certilled Checks
was
list
754 57
eligbt.
on
e
Cashier's checks oulstanfltnil
general
fect
star performers of Boston, Philadel6UI) 82
Postal Savings Ooixwltm
some
by
of
earnings
good
Reports
FERVENUE CUTTER IS LOOKING
phia and a number of other cities.
roads'
furnished
Totlll
of ihs northwestern
FOR THE NORWEGIAN
Every kind of a champion is entered
stocks.
Statu of Nkw Mkxico,
be a o'ick log for the atanlatd
events
will
SB.
some
SHIP REMITTENT.
it
in
of
the
and
of san Miwitku
County
stocks became heavy
Harrlman
1, 1J. T. Hoskins, cushler of the above named
champion against champion.
brtnk, do holenmly sweur thnt the above state1 o'clock.
The general market
Til a 1,000 yard scratch rare for the about
Newport NewB, Va., Feb. G. The ment. Is true to the best of my knowledge und
belief.
and
uninteresting, alruled
sluggish
Remitcrew of the Norwegian barg
McAleenan trophy is the big event
D. T. HOSKINS. Cashier,
low
prived specialties
tent, found sailing abandoned off the
It such great dif though several
Subscribed and s worn to before me thif Bth on the program. In
were In brisk demand. Distillers secAzores by the British tanker Rou duj1 ol I'eiu'imr.v, '1I3.
as
Melvin
Shoppa.rd,
runners"
tynco,.
'
one nnd Colorado-Fue- l
CI.ATiKXCK illKST. Noliiry I'ubiic.
manian on January 19, may be safe
Al Klvlatu, Ira Davenport, J. E. Mere- urities gained,
My commission expires October
two points..
which
Utirrcct Attest;
on the steamer Fpiurette,
,.
dith and several others, any one
V
.1. M. ( ' IT N N TN ; U AM,
Stoi Us Vibrated within a range of
Bailed from New port News January
wlioiu'ls capable of traveling the dia
FRANK SI'ttIN(li;K,
MMreclors
I
U'M.(4. UAYUON
halt a point with the general move1 for Naples and other" ports.. While
(mice near record time are entered.
ment dominated toy the erratic course
the revenue cutter iChiondiiwo was
IS
PRESIDENT
ASSAULTED
an
of the Harrlman stocks. Reports and
iu
to
to
pea
put
preparing today
C.
Feb.
Martial law
denials concerning the status of the
effort to solve a mystery which reWashington,
FORESTRY AND HORTICULTURE
lins
disbeen
of
proclaimed throughout
sembled thnt
tho unexplained
negotiations with ihe government In
Winnipeg, Man., Feb. 6. Members
the frequent fluctuations in
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MAKE
YOU FEEL GREAT

Gently Cleanse Your Liver and Sluggish Bowels While You Sleep
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and
foul breath always trace them to
torpid liver, delayed fermenting food
in the bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged in thr In
testines, Instead of lieing cast out of
the system Is reabsorbed Into the
blood. When this poison reaches the
delicate brain tissue It cause con
gestion and that dull, thrct blng, sickening headache.
Salts, cathartic pills, oil end purga
tive waters force a passageway for a
dav or two yes tout they don't take
the poisons out and havo no e??ect
upon the liver or stomach,
Casearets Immediately clsanse &nfl
the
regulate the stomach, renaove
feed
and
fermenting
sour, undigested
and foul gases, take the excess bile
from the liver and carry out of the
waste
system all the constipated
bowels.
in
the
matter and poisons
A Cascaret
tonight will surely
straighten you out by morning. They
box
wrk while you sleep a
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
tor
and bowels clean and regular
months. Adv.
OF DISSOLUTION

OF

PARTNERSHIP.
. hnrobv Riven that ths
H. E.
partnership existing between
wu
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Lewis
Geo.
and
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"CASCARETS"
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Gladys Unger, an American girl,
has completed a new play, "The
Son and Heir,- - which Louis Mgyer
is to produce it the Strand theater,
London, this month.
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VALENTINE
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is a urable device whose attractiveness
makes an ideal gift of lasting worth.

i..

of FeDruary,

1913. All

themselves to be

persons knowing
Indebted to or having ciaima
the above firm are requested to call
at their office and make settlement
of same on or hefore the 15th Inst.
VOGT & LEWIS.

bbii

Here is a message of hope and good
cheer from Mrs. C. J. Martin, I3ocne
Mill, Va., who is the mother of is
children. Mrs, Martin was cure! of
stomach trouble nnd constipation by
Tablets after me
chamberlain's

)

years of suffering and now recom- and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
mends these tablets to the public. Sold Cure is the only positle cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Caby all dealers. Adv.
tarrh being a constitutional disease, reWhen Burton Holmes recently gave quires a constitutional treatment
his celebrated travelogue on "Pan- Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally
ama" at Orchestra Hall, Chicago, he acting directly upon the blood and
was seriously Interupted by continual mucous surfaces of the system, therenf thn audience. No one an by destroying the foundation of the
giving the patient
noys willingly and if people with disease, and
coughs, colds, hoarseness ana rjcming strength by building up the constituin throat would use Foley's Honey and tion and assisting nature in doing its
quickly work. The proprietors have so much
Tar Compound, they could
cure their coughs and colds and avoid faith in Its curative powers that they
this annoyance. O. G. Schaefer and offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv. ."
"
list of testimonials.
'US''
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
$100 REWARD $100 .
The readers of this paper will be ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
pleased to learn that there Is at least
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its, stages, pation. Adv.
nmip-riinB-

The Ideal Shopping
Place
This is the home of "Redfern" and "Palmer"
made suits, Kippendorf, Dittman and Ziegler
Bros., shoes for women.
,

'A.

,.

Stetson Hats and Shoes and Stein Bloch
Clothes for Men

.

Ferris Good Service Shoes for Children
Every department is filled with fine merchandise selected from the best makes to be had.

Quality is our motto.
The Home of Everything Good Solicits
Yo ur Pa tronage
i

Store of Quality"
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SEATS WILL NOT

PERSONALS

4

they are not worrying about any objection being made to the Las VeNOW
gas variety of "rags."
The E. Romero company expects
to make the dance the biggest soFOR
ciety event of the winter, as it has
various
The
been for many years.
committees are hard at work and report much success. Tickets may be
obtained W telephoning Ludwig
or C. H. Daily. Indications are
the number of masquers on the floor LOSEY TEAM DEFEATS THE LEADERS OF ELKS' BOWLING
will be larger this year than ever

AIMS

FIVE

y

Twenty Years from Now

FIRST

O'CLOCK

THOSE WHO HOLD TICKETS FOR
TONIGHT'S
ENTERTAINMENT
SHOULD USE THEM EARLY.

:

1

O. R.

Twenty Years from now do you wish td be where ypuare today? If noti begin now to
achieve, and you can't do it on your muscle; it must be done oh your money with your
brain. If you want to be a man among: men you must have power money and brains

Standing of the Team
Won Lost
Team
Pet
3
1
.730
Ament
law
to
women
practice
bill admitting
1
3
.750
in Russia was rejected today by the MuWenle
2
.500
2
council of the empire by 84 votes to Witten
2
2
.500
66. The leading RusBian jurists and Kelly ...
2
2
.500
practically the entire liberal public Losey
1
3
.250
bill.
Trumbull
the
favored
In
Russia
opinion
1
.250
3
The elder generation of statesmen Hoke
headed )y the minister of justice,
The Losey team In last evening's
however, pleaded eloquntly and successfully against any extension of th'e bowling game at the Elks' club put
a "crimp" into the Ament team's hope
Jtights to women.
of being the undisputed champions of
the bowling league," the Losey team
WANTS BANK STATEMENTS.
compThe
Feb.
winning from the Ament earn by a
Washington,
troller of the currency today issued a total of 56 pins. As a result of the
call for a statement of the condition loss of the game by the Ament team
of all national banks of the United there now exists a tie for first place,
States at the close, of business Tues- between the McWenie team and the
Ament bunch.
day, February 4.
NO FEMALE LAWYERS.
St. Petersburg, Feo. 6. The Duma

;

bring power.

Your Pass Book Is Ready

lot

$106,000.00

W. Harris, President
Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President ,..
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Iyo W. Lively,

Dr. Losey, as usual, was High man
for the game, having a total of 468
BY
pins, while Duncan was second high
man with a totH of 451 pins. The
team scores were as follows: Losey
team Losey, 468 pins; Harris, 441
pins; Amundson, subsituting for Anton, 414 pins; Rudulph, 349 pins;
A
Springer, 338 pins; total 2,010 plna
Ament team Ament, 422 pins; Duncan, 451 pins; Henrlquez, 436 pins;
Nolette, substituting for O. M. Ward, RICHARD NYGARD 13 INSTANTLY
KILLED ON ANDERSON RANCH
318 pins; Wertz, 314 pins; total 1,954
ON THE MORA, ROAO.
pins.

the purity, or the uniformity, or the
economy, that is rapidly making
Calumet the most popular Baking
Powder. It is the perfect combination
of all of these things.
You need only to use Calumet
once to make you a
constant user. Ask
your grocer today
test it in your next
Insist on
baking.
Calumet.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World's Pure Food Exposition.
Chicago, 111., Pant Exposition, France, Marcb,1912.

ILL

Forbes Robertson celebrated his
sixtieth birthday In London on January 17. He spent the day rehearsing "Hamlet" for his farewell engagement.

u

COUNTY JUDGES AT FORT WORTH
Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 6. Proposed

Wmm
Vr

baking

measures calling for important reforms and changes In the management and methods of procedure In the
county courts are to ibe recommended
by the Texas Association of County
Judges and Commissioners, which as
sembled here today for Its
session. Judge R. B. Bratton,
of Tarrant county, presided at the
opening of the meeting.

wy

vCHlCAOq--

m

semi-annu-

don 'I save money when you buy cheap or big-ca- n
baking powder.
Don' I be mislead. BuyCahtmet. it s more economical more uholesonv
'
soda.
to
sour milk and
Calumet is far superior
gives best results.
You
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It is not alone the wonderful raising
qualities, or the ccrtamtyoi results, or
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Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Assistant Secretary
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Where Will You Stand On the Ladder of Success

LEAGUE LAST NIGHT

iiie opening number of the entertainment? to be given tonight in the
Duncan opera house by the Washburn College Glee club will begin
promptly at 8 30 o'clock. The house
will be opened at 8 o'cIock. and the
management of the entertainment,
which is under the auspices of the
Santa Fe, reading rooms, wishes that
everybody will be seated' WefoW the
curtain rispR KpatH that have been
reserved in advance wi'tTlje held un-til 9 o'clock. Afterthat hour they
will be turned over to the first" persons who can reach them.
Secretary LeNoir, of. the Y. it. C.
of the arrangeA., who has charge
ments, announced today that the advance reservation had been large. He
stated, however, that a few seats
have not been disposed of. These
can be obtained at the boxoffice. Ev
ery person to whom a ticket is Issued
is assured of a seat The glee
club is recommended as a wonderful
musical organization.
B. F. Baca, a merchant of Ribera, ly good
afternoon
this
to
that place
returned
business
after having transacted
PRIZES MAY BE OFFRKED
here.
came
mesa
the
from
H.
Brown
J.
He
in last night from a week's visit.
FOR THE BEST "RAGS"
not
was
snowfall
the
states that
heavy there.
enE. ROMERO HOSE COMPANY CONA. McCready, road foreman of
comRailway
Fe
Santa
the
for
TEMPLATES INNOVATION AT
gines
Raton,
ITS MASQUE DANCE.
pany, came in last night from
his headquarters.
been a
At their regular monthly business
Apolonlo A. Sena, who has
several
for
husiness visitor here
meeting tomorrow evening the E.
to hi', rancJ Romero Hose and Firo department
days, returned today
definltelp
members will decide
southeast of Las Vegas.
will permit
A. G. Sena of Wichita, who has whether or not they
at their Washington's
been visiting nere for the last week, fragging"
left this afternoon for Albuquerque. Birthday masquerade ball on FebruHe will return to Wichita next week. ary 22. It is understood that sever.T
r. Lacy, the well known travel
al of the masquers intend to enter a
was con- contest for a prize for the best "raging salesman who formerly
nected with the Greenberger cloth- ging." If this is the case the comtopany likely will offer a prize. Howing establishment, is in the city
ever, the firemen wish it understood
day.
Mrs. D. M. Salazar of Trinidad that no dances that are not respectcame in this afternoon on account able in appearance will be permitted.
of the illness of her sister, Mrs. The new dances, as executed by all
Mateo Lujan, who is at St. Anthony's Las Vegans, are not the awful things
that iave been described as prevalhospital.
M. A. Romero and E. Perea have ent In the east and the firemen say
slarted on an overland Journey to Arizona where they will look after land
g
(holding and mining claims beloag-into them.
C. J. Helber, traveling passenger
comagent for the Wabash Railway
pany, with headquarters at Denver,
stopped off here for a few hours yesDenterday and left last night for
C hall the
Tonight at the
assisted
by the
lodge,
B'Rith
B'Nai
ladies of Congregation Montefiore,
will give a reception in hononof Dr.
Jacob Landau, the new rabbi of the
will
temple, and Mrs. Landau. There
be
will
refreshments
and
he dancing
served. It is expected that all the
members of the congregation will be
present.

1913.

ARE

TIED

BE HELD AFTER

Richard Dunn of Gascon is in the
city today.
J. Saunders of Raton is a visitor
In the city today.
C. P. Trumbull left this morning
for his ranch at Rociada.
H. 0, Potter left this afternon on
a business trip to Raton
W. W. Tipton from Los Alamos
came in last night on business.
Rev. Father C M. Pinto left this
afternoon for El Paso on business.
C. L. CUne, Santa Ve claim agent,
came in this afternoon from Raton.
afRev. Father Caniponi nrt this
on
business.
for
Albuquerque
ternoon
Rev. Father S. Persone left this
afternoon for Trinidad after a short
visit here.
Mrs. F. D. Gates of Artesia ia here
for a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
J. A. Talley.
A. H. Ford, a well Known cattle
man from Denver, is in the city for
a few days on business, i
J. B. Cook, & prominent mining
man from Ribera, is here on business. His wife accompanied him.
S. M. Martin, a bollermaker in the
local shops, has gone to Lamy to
relieve W. Zudiski at that place.
Manuel Goke and Mr. Tetlow. who
have been In this city on business,
.
left today for their homes in Sapel-lo-

FEBRUARYS,

)

While at work digging a well on
the Nels Anderson ranch, which is
located eight miles from
oa the Mora road, Richard Nygard
was killed yesterday morning 'jy falling off a ladder and crushing his
skull as he landed' on some jagged
rocks at the bottom of the hole; Nygard, together with Nick Anderson, a
son of Nels Anderson, had been firing several shots of dynamite in the
well to looson the rock and dirt at
"
the base.
After a second shot Nygard voluntarily went down into the well to investigate the results' of the two
shots, using a long ladder.' The well
Is approximately 25 feet deep.' After
several minutes' Investigation Nygard started to ascend the ladder
Las-Vega- s

i

and when half way up was noticed
by Anderson, who was holding the
ladder, to gasp for breath and to fall
suddenly over backwards, landing on
the back oflria head. Young Anderson went Immediately to Nygard's
aid, but on reaching him found him
to be dead. It is thought that the
fumes from the dynamite overcame
Nygard, causing him to lose consciousness and fall.
Nygard was 30 years old, came to
Las Vegas last November with. Nels
Anderson and his son, Nick Anderson, from Elmore, N. D. Since coming to Las Vegas Nygard has been
employed steadily on the Anderson
ranch. Besides a brother wh-- resides In Elmore, N. D., Nygard Is survived by his father and mother
whose home Is In Norway. The tody
was brought to the city late yesterday afternoon by Nels Anderson and
several neighbors and la at the unof J.
establishment
dertaking
and Son awaiting Instructions for shipment.
E. L. Lujan and Leo Lujan came
up from Santa Fe last night on account of the sickness of their mother. E. L. Lujan is clerk, for the legislature at Santa Fe ami Leo lt attending school.
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AT LAS VEGAS.
In the State of New Mexico
At.

the close of business, Feb. 4th,

1913

RESOURCES.
591,425 74
Loans and Discounts.
7 119
secured ftnd unsecure- dOvnlrrkt.
100.0)10 00
(1 S Horids to secure circulation
l.ooo on
Premium on U. S. Ponds
22,128 95
Ponds, securities, etc
5,5o 00
HunkluK house furniture and lixtures..
ao,022 79
Oilier real eslulo owned
reDue from National Hunta (not
ai.OS, 01
serve a Kenls)
Due from State and Private Hanks
and Hankers. Trust Companies, and
'J
Savinws Hanks
si
asenW..
line from approved reserve
U
Cheeks iitul oilier cash items
House
Olearinir
for
Kxeliames
8.5O0
00
....
....
Notes of ether National Hanks
KracliomU paper currency, riukels,
1
and cents
;
via:Lawful Money Reserve In Hank,
10.5H0 85
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Redemption fund with TT. 8. Treasurer
'ullu ""
(6 per eeut circulation)
l.uaUIOtll
Total
IJAH1L1T1HS,
11)0,000 Op
CapltalHoeUpald In
).0H0 If
Surplus lund
Undivided prollts, less expenses and
1.1,714

taxespald

OK

100,000 00
National Hank notes oiitsinndlnK
30,i;iH 65
Dim to other National hanks
Hue to State and Private Hanks and
73,1X5 11
Hankers
lue to Trust Companies and Sav- - ,V.,M 43
hiirii Hanks
57
Individual deposits subject to Cheek. 9b.
tUfl.flOd HI
'rime ccTtittoHtes of deposit...
40 00
Oertilled Cheeks
( 'ashler'
4,S7 "tl
checks outstanding
mm
Reserved tor hxcs
'

Total

Statu

1.090,110

oc Nkw Mkxico,

Copnty of

SA

MltitlKt..

81

i
f

1, Halielt Raynolds, Cashier of the above
niuned hank, do solemnly swear that the ahove
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
MALLET RAVNOLDS, Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
6th day of February, 1H1S.
Geo a. Fi-fi art.
Notary Public
Attest:
Correct
JKITMISON RAVNOLDS. I

S. H PAVl.Ir.
11. KULK
IfdKK

H)ireetur.
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removing all friction save that with
the air. In the case of a railroad
train there is wheel friction on the
rails, axle friction and friction In all
moving parts, which creates tremen
dous resistance.
My levitated rail
of this to contend
way has none
with."
Mr. Bachelet has been working in
experimental electricity for 18 years.

BANDIT II HAIL IS SENT Ot

ILDfliJ" FATAL

EI 1ULATI0N OF

JOURNEYS IN

KOW

I1E00ES

TIIE All!

BULLETS MAKE CLEAN, GERM-FREHOLES, NEEDING LITTLE ATTENTION.

SIXTEEN YEAR OLD FRENCH BOY
KILLS MILLER AND WOUNDS
HIS FAMILY

6, 1913.

THE OPT.IC

WANT

THE

L3DBY BESTAl'BANT
TH3

OVERHEAD
TRANSMISSION
SYSTEM WILL TRAVEL 500
MILES AN HOUR.

ENTRY OF
RESTORATION
LANDS IN NATIONAL. FOREST.
Notice is hereby given that the lands
described below,
embracing 146.71
acres, within the Pecos National For
est, New Mexico, will be subject to
settlement and entry under the pro
visions of the homestead laws ot the
United States and the act ot June 11,
1906 (34 Stat, 233), at the United
States land office at Santa Fe, New
TO

Emile Bachelet, an electrical enginParis,
Berlin, Feb. S. Nothing less than
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERhas invented an aerial railway,
to
who
emulate
thied
eer,
Gaston
head
Ficard,
bullet
the
the
a
through
heart,
TISEMENTS
he
a
of
will
lionot and Gernler, which,
carry
asserts,
or aa important artery is sura to the exploits
tube of mail to Boston through
the auto bandits, was a baker's assisbring death In the vara of today.
Five cents per line each Insertion.
wounds, involving even manj tant, and came of respectable par- the air, without contact with anyEstimate six ordinary words to a Una.
ifold penetrations of the intestines, ents. Ou Christmas night he played thing, in less than 60 minutes, says
No ad to occupy lets space than two
chow a surprising percentage of re- billiards, until nearly midnight. At the New York Globe. It takes the
lines. All
advertla mente charged
covery, and little is to be feared from about 2 o'clock in the morning he fastest train five hours to cover the Mexico, on March 2i, 1913. Any set- will be booked at space
actually set,
at the mill at Bame distance.
thoracic wounds that do not molest present hlmsel
tler who was actually and in good without
to number of word.
regard
near
Joigny, and knocked at
became
This
known
big arteries or the heart. What used Grange,
recently faith claiming any of said lands for Cash In advance preferred.
to be known ns gangrene has virtual- the door. Mme. Jommot, wife of when Postmaster General Hitchcock agricultural purposes prior to Januinthe miller, and her daughter had just sent special engineers from Washing- ary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
ly disappeared, and only in rare
When
returned from a Christmas dance and ton to examine, the device, which, if same, has a preference right to make
all.
at
stances does pus form
it does it is primarily due to neglect were preparing for bed. The daugh- successful, will revolutionize the a homestead entry for the lands ac
or to unskilled handling by sur- ter advised against opening the door. transportation of mail rt all parts tually occupied, tsaid lands were
lenrmnnmL iff n
"Who's there?" Mme. Jommot ask- of the country. It was learned also listed upon the applications of the
geons.
that syndicates of Wall street pro- persons mentioned below, who have a
These conclusions are set forth in ed.
Imitating a child's voice, Picari moters were considering a plan to preference right subject to the prior
an article by professor Frank
of Coburg, who took charge of replied that he haft come for three finance the building of the first air- right of any such settler, provided
the hospital in Sofia at the request sacks of flour for his master, the way to Boston.
such tettler or applicant is qualified
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN L
The invention at first sight seems to make homestead entry and the
of King Ferdinand upon the breaking baker.
Mme. Jommot thereupon admitted so
out of the war in the Balkans. Two
contrary to all reason that it ap- preference right is execlsed prior to
Uiings have brought about the im- him and awakened her husband.
pears Incredible. It in no way re- March 27, 1913, on which date the
Jommot and a little servant girl sembles a
provement over the days when any
flying machine or airship lands will be subject to settlement
wound of the limbs meant amputa- went Into the mill and got the requir- device. It Is based on an apparent and entry by any qualified person.
RENT Suite
tion and penetration of the abdomen ed flour. "While th maid' held the neutralization of the force of grav- The lands are as follows: The SE Vi FOR
housekeeping
rooms, first floor, electric lights.
was nearly always fatal. One is, of lantern Jommot loaded the sacks up- ity and the 'overcoming ot all fric- of SW Vi, the S
of NE V of SW y4,
508 Main.
course, the great advance of aseptic on his wagon.
of NWr Vi of SW Vt, the
the SE
tion gave that with the air.
constood
servant
the
as
is
the
Suddenly,
form,
other
'A
The
girl
Vi
NW
of
Vi
SE
of
SW
SW Vi,
surgery.
Bachelet explained that his plan
Qf
stitution and velocity of the modern at the entrance of the mill, Ficard was to erect a steel track, hardly the N
of SW Vi, the SE PIANO for rent. 417 Eighth St.
of SW
knocked the lantern from her han : more than a series of
of
of SW 54, the N
projectile.
large wires, on Vi of SW
and fired and the girl fell with a bul- poles to Boston; to
FOR .RENT Furnished house, modExcept at extremely close range
equip this track SW 'A of SW 14 of SW Vi, See. 25,
ern, Eighth and Washington. Inwithin 100 yards, where the bullet let through her jaw At the report with a series of tubes about 30 feet T. 19 N., R. 12 E., N. M. M., except a
cf the armies of today tears a hole of the pistol, the miller, though six long, and to run them across coun- strip 30 ft wide described as follows:
quire Herbert W. Gehring.
hand at the
years old, leaped from the try at
on
a
west
Wgger than a man's
at
the
mail
with
point
Beginning
intervals,
30lnt of exit the projectile ordinar- cart and hurled himself upon the and express matter. He said that boufidary of the tract 5.37 chains
vicfell
yelling up later special torpedo cars would be north of the southwest corner of Sec.
youth. Together they
ily bores a neat hole through its
It is rendered on the ground in the darkness built to carry passengers, though 25, T. 19 N., R. 12 E.; extending
tim. Furthermore,
.aseptic by the neat generated by its There was another shot, and the mill only a few couid be accommodated thence 15 ft on each nide of a line FOR SALE Hay and grain. Salomon
Ata, Phone Maine 495.
Jiigh velocity, and It carries no par- er lay still, a bullet having entered in each car. In the case of passenger running N. 34 deg. 30 min., E. 6.74
ticles of clothing Into the canal of his stomach.
traffic, he explained, the speed would chains; thence N. 49 deg. E. 4 chains;
Mme. Jommot snatched up another
he wound. The wound Is therefore
necessarily be reduced to something thence N. 64 deg. K 4 chains; thence
and II properly lantern and ran to the spot. Her like one hundred to two hundred N. 36 deg. E. 7.54 chains; thence N.
absolutely germ-free- ,
70 deg. E. 1.75 chains; thence N. 54
bandaged with Bteril&ed bandages it husband was able to murmur "Save miles an honr.
LOST A brlndle Boston bull dog, an
The. model apparatus which Mr deg. E. 3.75 chains; thence N. 25 deg.
develops no pus Xjf. colmers, who yourself."
swers to the name of Shake. Re
At this moment, Ficard extricated Bachelet has built at his
swved in the Japanese hosptials durhome, con ti. 3.22 chains; thence N. 41 deg. E.
turn
to K. W. Kelly's residence, 825
e
war, warns himself from the miller's embrace, sists of a metal track. Below this 3.50 chains to the place where the
ing the
Sixth street. Reward.
Jomcheck
Mme.
to
from
lantern
snatched
the
wounds
against tamponing
track are a series of colls. On the end of toe strip closes on the bounhemorrhage. Wherever this course mot and beat her over the head with track rested
cylindrical tube of dary H,ne,pf4ttJje tract, the net area
was followed and a great many Bui it till she fell senseless. In the metal weighing 40 pounds.
The being 105.94 acres. Said tract was
iiarian Burgeons followed It infec meantime the daughter in her room points of contact of this tube wit listed upon the 'application of R. II.
had heard everything, thongh unable the track were aluminum
tion resulted.
Stolle, of Cowley, New Mexico. List
plates.
No Treatment Best,
to grasp the meaning of the shoot
of Lot 1, the NW
The W
Bachelet had found that Eddy and
It is interesting to note that the ing. She now sprang from her bed
of
of SE 14 of NE Vi, the NW
oucault currents, forces generally
proper treatment for gunshot wounds and clothed only in a night dress, considered a nuisance among elec NE 'A of SE Vi lot NE Vi, the NW
puncturing the intestines appears to rushed out calling to her brother. trical phenomena, did not magnetize Vi of SW Vi of SE 34 of NE Vi, the
be no treatment at all. The most fav- He, too, half clothed and unarmed aluminum. Therefore 'they exerted a B
of SW Vi of NE Vi, the
of NE
orable recoveries, says Dr. Colmers, ran to the scene of the tragedy, on force against its surface. By turning NE Vi of SE Vi of BW Vi Of NE Vi,
were recorded in, the. cases of men the way picking up a scythe. He was the currents through the coils and Sec. 1, T. 17 N., R.I12 E., except a
PETER P. MACKEL
viho, shot through the abdomen, had just in time to see Picara, Brandish
track against the aluminum plates strip 30 feet wide described as folHOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
been missed and allowed to lie on ing his revolver, flee into the wood on the bottom of the
L
lardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
cylinder, the lows: Beginning at point 15 chains
The old- miller by this time and
the field- for two or three days, with
. and Glazing.
cylinder was lifted into ttie air, and west of the northeatt corner of Sec.
to
without
cat
and
wife were still unconscious, as held
his
being
jiothing
firmly there. The reporter tried I, T. 17 N., R. 12 E.; sxtending thence
Etlmate9 Cheerfully Glvn.
moved. He recommended that ar was the servant girl. All three lay to press it down as it
t Side
hung suspend 15 feet on each side it a line running
Plaza
Old Town
made
hereaf
should
in
be
of
blood.
there
rangements
pools
ed in midair. He might as well have S 20 chains; theno S. 27 de. W.
Two days passed before a clew tried to
ter to care for these men where they
compress the new Wool II. 15 chains; thenci S. 45 deg. W. missioners of the
county of San Mi
lie and leave them there until the was found. Picard, it appears, had worth
struc 7.07 chains to the dace where the
building to a
for the sum ot one thousand for
guel,
intestines
have had i stored food in a cave among the trees ture.
punctured
end of the strip clo: es on the bounsix and
dollars, together
chance to start healing naturally.
and had an autocycle. The first clue
The track ..hs tiO feet long. Mr. dary line of the trait listed, the net ty
with interest thereon at the rate of
A point of especial interest for Ger found was his waistcoat hanging on Bachelet touched a lever. There was area
being 40.77 ac es. Said tract six
per centum per annum from the
many lies in the fact that the war in a hedge.
a clang. The cylindrical tube was was listed upon thi application of
first
day of October A. D. 1907 to the
time
Balkans
the
is
the
first
The
the
pro
police were searching in the at the other end of the track. The Julie Sandoval, of Pecos, New Mexi
date of sale hereinafter mentioned;
jectiles now used in the German lo.ts of the boy's grandfather when reported got a faint flash of some co. List
Appijoved January 3, and
army rifle have been used in actual one of them kicked a solid object. thing moving, that was all.
1913. S. V. Proudfit.j Assistant ComWhereas, the cause aforesaid was
combat. The Turks are employing A wall rose from a mass of rubbisn
At
fitervals on the model missioner of the General Land Office.
a suit for the foreclosure of a certhese bullets. They consist of a ad a scared voice exclaimed:
track were solenoids, or loops sup
tain mortgage deed and by the judgteel jacket loaded with lead. They
"Don't hurt me! I surrender."
plied with electrical currents, which
Half starved, blood running from when excited, flraw the cylinder for CALL FOR BIDS FOR INSTALLING ment and decree aforesaid the
vary, however, from those used in
amount aforesaid was decreed to be
?t:ost other armies in that, instead his forehead where the police boot ward. As the
HEATING sVssTEM
cylinder passed a sol
a lien upon all and singular the land
of having an oval nose, they are de- had struck him, Picari was dragged enoid, that particular solenoid was
Notice is hereby given that the and
estate hereinafter dereal
forth. But not a word more would
cidedly pointed.
automatically, and the county commissioner! of the county scribed and the same was ordered
round-noseThe center of gravity of the
he speak until he ad been given cylinder, rushing ahead with its own of Mora, state of New Mexico, will
sold in accordance with law and the
,
food, which he ate ravenously. Then momentum, shct into the tractive receive bids at the! office of the
projecjtile is nearly in the
of said court to satisfy the
practice
but that of the pointed bullet Is he said that he would never have zone of the next, to be pulled on county clerk of said, county, up to
nearer the base. As a result it has a been caught but that he was starving. ward and fired out beyond the next, and including the 7th day of April, said lien, and the undersigned was
duly appointed special master to
At first he professed to have been and next.
tendency, only overcome by the twist
A. D. 1913, for the Installation of a make
the sale aforesaid;
.
A
imparted by the rifling and by its attacked by the Jommot family, but
projectile flying five heating system by hot air furnace, in
Now, therefore, notice is hereby
to
in
ends
confess
and
abandoned
this
he
story
great velocity,
hundred miles an hour across coun the court house building of the coun
change
on the twenty-sixtday of
as it is ex- ed, lie said ne read much of the try to Boston, with no contact with ty of Mora, situated at Mora, New given that
flight, fo "keyhole,"
A. D. 1913, at the hour of
February,
meets
nose
The
instant
auto
the
bandits and other rogues
pressed.
anything save the atmosphere, held iii exico.
11 o'clock in the morning, at the
He forth visions pJT death and destruc- resistance this potentiality is conBonnQt and Gamier.
Full Information and description east door of the court house at Las
bulSo he ion If the
verted into effective action, the
thought them fine fellows.
to be in
thing should go astray. of the system proposed
San Miguel county, New Mexlet turns in the wouirl's channel, and had bought a revolver and also a The Inventor explain u that this stalled, must be attached to each bid, Vegas,I
shall offer for sale and sell at
ico,
the result is both a more extensive motorcycle, as being the next best would be impossible on account of together with a certified check for
public vendue to the highest and best
Implication of tissues nnJ the fre- thing to an automobile and started the terrific grip of the forward move 10 per cent of the amount of the bid. bidder for cash, all and
singular the
quent lodniu? f tiie bullet In the out.
ment, the hold that the levitating The Board of County Commissioners following described land and real eslater
body, making
operative interof the County of Mora, by John tate,
currents malntaineu on the cylinder,
ference unnecessary. Another noteand that in addition narrow flanges
Gandert, Chairman.
W. S. Skelton, a merchant at StanFour hundred and sixty varas of
worthy effect is that the bullet in ley, ind., says he would not take would bo fitted on the bottom of the (Seal)
,
situated at Sapello and boundland
hm turning, very regularly is strip100.00 for the relief a single box of
cylinder, which in emergency would Attest: Tito Melendezz Clerk.
on the north by the main road
ed
ped, the jacket separating explosive Foley Kidney rills gave him. "I had drop against the track, keeping tlie
from Las Vegas to Sapello, on the
ly from the core and minute particles a severe attack of kidney trouble with cylinder in constant control.
south by the Sapello river, on the
back
and
my
sharp
through
pains
:t both jacket and lead invading the could
aube
would
the
SALE.
car
said
Ho
NOTICE
that
OF
A
up.
straighten
east by the said road, and on the
single
entire legion oi the wound. This box ofhardly
Foley Kidney Pills entirely re- tomatically stopped at its destina- State of Now Mexico, County of San west by the corral of Henry Goke.
naturally leads to infection and sep- lieved me." O. G'. Schaefer and Red
In the District Court.
Miguel.
FRANK ROY,
tion, and declared that the cost of
sis. The pointed bullet appears also Croiw Drug Co. Adv.
on the twenty-nintthe road would be small.
day 30
Whereas,
Special Master.
to penetrate arteries more often than
"It is practically shooting the pro- of November, A. D. 1912, In cause
the.
Ho you know that more real danger
projectile, which
jectile straight Into Boston," he said. Number C878, on the docket of the
Conductor S. L. Miller. Norfolk,
pushes them aside with little lurks In a common cold than in any "Persons
along the line would be per- district court of San Miguel county. Netw., on Bonesteel Division of C. and
other
of
minor
the
ailments?
The
In
all those respects theredamage.
safe
Is to take Chamberlain's fectly safe, ns the track would be New Mexico, in which Frank Cayot Is N. W. By. Co., recommends Foley
fore, it may be considered a less hu- Cough way
a thoroughly reliable raised on poles and it would be im- plaintiff and Virginia Gonzales fie Kidney Pills and says: "I have used
Remedy,
mane projectile than the other.
preparation, and rid yourself of the possible for the car to break away Olivas. Caledon Olivas, Francisco 011- - Foley Kidney Pills with very satisfac.Shrapnel wounds remain the most cold as quickly as possible. This
tory results and endorse their use for
from the current and go outside the vas, Tonlta Olivas, Prudencia Olivas, nnv
is for Bale by all dealers.
oiib afflicted with kidney trouble.
fiangerous, although fortunately the remedy
zone of attraction.
Adv.
Persons could Jacobo Olivas, Reyes Olivas, Marga They are all rlffht." O. G. Schaefer
The
proSeetlcels raret;ist frequent.
look up and see the great tubes rita Olivas, Josetita Olivan and Abe-lit- a and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
ly have enough velocity to penetrate
Olivas and board or county comis no better medicine made whizzing like monster rifle balls
he body, and therefore generally forThere
colds than Chamberlain's Couh above them. Even at high speed, I missioners of the county of San MiPat a unraln you will find Chambsr.
remain in the wound. Moreover, they Remedy. It
on nature's plan, re- think,
would be visible, though guel are defendants, judgment was Iain's Liniment excellent. It allays
they
thr. nnin removes the soreness, and
wiilarly convey pieces of clothing lieves the lungs, opens the secretions. blurred..
duly rendered in favor of the plain- soon restores thd parts to a healthy
and restores the
cir hair into the body, mi ,ine re-- . aias
"Of course, the great
system to a healthy condition. For
ji ob- tiff and against the defendants, with condition. 25 and 50 cent bottles ior
tetanus v.iifl
eule by A dealers. Adv.
tained because 1 have succeeded in the exception of hoard of county com- - Ralo by all dealers. Adv.
Feb.
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CHAPTER

Monday ev
ln
Caatit
VialUnj

rthu

Invit-A-

Liebachner, Cha
cellor Commanded
we""''
Harry Martin. Keeper of Records
and Seal.
O. E.

F- -

Meets first and third Tuea

day evenings each month at Wood
men Hall. Visiting brothers cord!
ally incited to attend. A. M. Adlet
President: E. C. Ward, Secretary

CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday in L. O. O. MOOSE

each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

Meets second

an

fourth Thursday evening
eac
month at W. O. W. Hall. Vlsltlni
brothers cordially invited. Dr. H
W.
Houf, Dictator; J. Tboraatu
Secretary.

NO. 2, O. E.

8. Meets first and tnlrd Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

LOCAL TIME GAHii
EAST BOUND

Arrive

No. 2
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO, No. 4
102 Meee every Monday night at No. 8
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglab avenue.at No. 10

o'clock. Visiting
are
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz,
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally," treasurer.

9:10
11:05
2:05
1:45

Depart
p. m
p. m

9:15
11:05
2:10
2:10

a. m
p. m

p. to
p. n,
a. n.

p. m

8

No.
No.

3

No.

7

1

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. ra
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

p. m
a. m
p. m

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA No. 9
p. m
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
ATTORNEYS
on the second and fourth Fridays
HUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H.
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunt)
Attorneya-at-LaVisiting members are especially
Las Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

New

Mext.

DENTISTS
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Tuesday of the month ln the vestry
Crockett Building.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Office Telephone
Main 111
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
House Telephone
Main 1U
Isaac Appel,
cordially Invited.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
retary.

Dentist
Dental work of any description ai
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN- moderate
prices.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and Room 1 Center Block. Tel. Main 136
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,
East Las Vegas, Ni M.
Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited'. Richard
Mrs. S. S. S., Van Buren St, KingDevlne, G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
ston, N. T. (full name furnished on
application) had such decided benefit
fmm usins' Folev's Honey and Tar
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Compound that she shares her good
others. She writes:
1. Meets every Monday evening at fortune with
.and Tar Compound
Honey
Foley's
their hall on Sixth street All visitbrought my voice back to me during
ing brethren cordially invited to at- a severe case of bronchitis and laryntend. J. D. FrledenBtlne,
N. G.; gitis. Oh, how many people I have
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, recommended it to." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
F. E. Walling, a fanner diving near
Yukon, Mo., strongly recommends FoB. P, O. ELKS
Meet second and ley's Honey and Tar Compound and
"I have been advised, by my
fourth Tuesday evening of each says: doctor
to use Foley's Honey
family
month Elks home on Ninth street and Tar Compound for my children
and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth- when there was a cough medicine
needed. It always gives the best of
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
It to
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Con- satisfaction G.and I recommend
others." O.
Schaefer and Red Cross
don, Secretary.
Drug Co. Adv.
Mc-Elro-

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 Iba. to 2,000 ba., Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 Iba. to
200 lbs., Each Delivery
Lets than 50 Iba. Each Delivery

r-

-

.

AGU

A

20e per
250 par
30c per
40c per
goe per

100 Iba.
100 Iba.

100 Iba,
100 Iba.
100 Iba.

PUR A COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
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LODGE
NO. . 1
KNIGHT8 OF PV
THI AS Meets
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LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-

d

mid-tile-

DORADO

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. j
mi
W. M., H. S .Van Petten, Secretary'.

Col-me-

For Rent

CAFI

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

AN

AflD

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all ot
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing 1a worth moat
That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST to someoa
who reads the ads. ln thia newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless It were adertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ads. in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of aii
sible sorts of things, they have come to be finders of the best

pos-
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HOME GROUND

DOME GROWN

Buckwheat Flour
for These Cold Mornings

FOR CASH

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Engineer J.

S.

Jackson has resign

ed his position with the Santa Fe

railway.
St. Paul's Branch of Woman's aux
illary will meet in the chapel tomor
row afternoon.

'

For a. While

Pounds Sugar for Si.00

18

at 6:17

Mrs. Mateo Lujan is seriously ill
at St. Anthony's hospital.

4 Pounds For 25c
Just the Thina

Mrs. J. M. Ackerman is reported to
be improving slightly.

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

FEBRUARY

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. AdT.

6, 1913.

LESSONS FRpB TOE

The Washburn College Glee cluo
came in this afternoon from llaton.
There are 20 boys in the club.

QUICK ACTION ADJUSTABLE GRATES

LIFE OF HEINE

Ssvvej Labor For Women
t

DR. LANDAU SELECTS INTERESTH. C. Smith, lately operated upon
ING TOPIC FOR FRIDAY
for appendictis, has been improving
EVENING'S ADDRESS.
rapidly and expects to return to his
home on Fourth street next Monday.
and Jew
"Xjessons for Cnristian
Hein-ricThis has been rather dull day fcl from the Life and Works of
will be the topic of the
Heine"
day for the police court, all suspicious
b.e given tomorrow evencharacters have been moved on and address" to
Montefiore by Rabbi
in
Temple
peace reigns supreme in the village, ing
Jacob Landau. The life of Heine is
C. S. Williams, who has been em Interesting from a literary standpoint
and his writings are full of inspiraployed as cashier for the Wells Fargo
tion.
Dr. Landau expects to handle
Express 'company, last night received
his
subject broadly and his lecture
notice to come to Rocky Ford and
to be lull of interest to all
sure
is
handle the company agency there. Mr.
who hear It. The Sabbath services
Williams is deserving of this promooccur on Frition and all his friends wish him thfi at Temple Montefiore
The pub8 o'clock.
at
day
evening
best of success in bis new position.
lic always is cordially welcomed.

h

r

Any man will buy the machine that win sav1
labor in the factory or on the farm. Why no
save labor for a woman in her kitchen when ft
V.
costs nothing extra to do it?
1
:
Get a high grade malleable range with the
wonderful grate lifting device which raises the
fire up to the top of the stove as easily as pny
gasolene flame can be turned up.
A meal can be quickly cooked with a well
spent fire raised up close to the lids.
Three turns of the shaker handle on a special
geared shaft do the business.
With a shallow fire box when the grate is
raised half as much fuel is needed.
With the fire close to the top, drafts can be
closed and fuel lasts longer.
No time is waisted waiting for a big fire to burn.
Less fuel has to be carried by tired women and much fuel is saved.
No over heated kitchen in summer because meals can be cooked from
small
fires raised to the top of the stove without netting up the range.
Quick Action Ranges with the adjustable grate cost no more than other high
grade malleable ranges.

frf
1L

The temple choir furnishes excellent
Yesterday afternoon Deputy Sher
music to embellish the services.
Under the direction of the Jailer, iff C. B. Thacher of Raton
brought
Amador Ulibarri, the prisoners in the Mrs. E. F.
Sugg here to place her In
county jail are erecting a new fence the hospital tor the insane. Mrs,
FOR SALE BY
aboul) the jail property.
TO GIVE
Sugg has been suffering from dementia for some time but had not
Pedro A. Lobato this morning ap been
dangerously deranged until
ulied at the court house for ?4 as
VISITORS WELCOME
lately, when it was thougnt best by
bounty upon two coyotes killed by her relatives to send her to the asyShim recently in Precinct No. 11.
lum.
Deputy Sheriff Thatcher re
turned to Raton last night.
TEA.MS
NORMAL
BASKETBALL
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